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Overview
Governments are among the largest consumers in the economy and can 
use their purchasing power to stimulate markets for ‘green’ products 
through the buying of goods and services that have a less negative or even 
positive impact on the environment and human health when compared 
with conventional products or services. Considerations of whether a 
product or service is ‘green’ should take into account:


 y The environmental impact throughout the product’s lifecycle; from 
extraction through to packaging, distribution, re-use and disposal.


 y Its lifecycle cost, including capital and operating costs, e.g. an efficient 
light bulb is more expensive to purchase than a conventional bulb, but 
it will use less electricity and therefore cost less over its lifecycle.


Motivations for green procurement: 


 y Resource-efficient options are often cheaper when considering lifecycle 
costs, but they are almost always cheaper when considering externality 
costs (e.g. deaths from air pollution).


 y Inefficient resource use may be penalised in future, e.g. through a 
carbon tax.


 y Reducing product transport promotes local and smaller suppliers, 
which in turn supports local job-creation.


 y Insisting on green services and products will increase competition and 
innovation, giving the local economy city a competitive edge.


Implementation
Green procurement policies need to be developed and aligned with the 
Supply Chain Management (SCM) policy and national legislation. 


The following steps can be taken to implement green procurement:


Step 1: Form a green procurement team


Identify and train staff and departmental champions that will drive the 
process. Temporary external support may be required. High-level backing 
should be ensured.


Step 2: Decide on an implementation approach


Decide whether to pilot green procurement (recommended) or to introduce 
it at scale. Successful pilot projects usually include products or services 
where information on ‘greenness’ is readily available, local suppliers exist, 


Constitutional mandate
Statements in the Constitution 
(section 152 (1) of Act 108 
of 1996) relevant to green 
procurement in local government 
are as follows:


 � To ensure the provision of 
services to communities in a 
sustainable manner


 � To promote social and 
economic development


 � To promote a safe and 
healthy environment)


Green procurement largely 
focuses on minimising 
environmental impacts 
– only one part of the “triple-
bottom-line” considerations 
of sustainability. The other 
components of sustainability are 
social and economic impacts. 
Addressing social and economic 
concerns include the buying of 
locally produced products.


 This Chapter draws on The Procura+ Manual – A Guide to Cost-Effective Sustain-
able Public Procurement (undated), published by ICLEI – Local Governments for 
Sustainability, European Secretariat


Relevant national legislation
 � Public Finance Management 


Act (1999)
 � Preferential Procurement 


Policy Framework Act (2000)
 � Preferential Procurement 


Framework Regulations 
(2001)


 � National Treasury 
Regulations (2005)


 � Municipal Finance 
Management Act (2003)
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prices are similar to conventional products, large quantities are ordered, the conventional products have negative 
environmental consequences, and the impact of change is highly visible.


Step 3: Review the current situation


Review the current procurement policy and procedures. What are barriers to green procurement and how can 
they be overcome? If green procurement is already occurring, why did it happen? Do staff have the capacity 
and expertise to specify green products? Is the institutional structure conducive? Is there a list of pre-screened 
suppliers? Is re-using and recycling of products considered as criteria of procurement? Has there been a baseline 
assessment of resource use and chemicals used in production and waste management of products?


Step 4: Market the green procurement project


A project launch will increase awareness, understanding and support. Internal and external communication 
campaigns will increase buy-in.


Step 5: Market analysis


Various websites are available for evaluating products in terms of their environmental impact.


Step 6: Engage suppliers


Engage existing and new potential suppliers in an interactive communication process to establish realistic 
standards and discuss future product development. Guiding principles on product and service standards should 
focus on the elimination or reduction of (1) finite resources, (2) harmful chemicals, (3) degradation and destruction 
of natural places and processes, and (4) conditions that undermine human basic needs.


Step 7: Decide on a monitoring approach


Monitoring is important to demonstrate project success. It should take into account goals and targets, costs, public 
and internal response, impacts, the decision-making process, time period, amount of resources and chemicals 
used and amount of waste produced.


Step 8: Formalise procurement


Ensure the tender/bid specifications reflect the sustainable product or service standards. The legal and SCM 
departments need to assist in adjusting the procurement policy and  standard contracts.


Step 9: Pilot wrap-up


The outcomes of the project should be evaluated by a neutral assessor. Senior management should consider the results.


Table 1: Challenges and solutions in green procurement implementation


Challenge Solution(s)


Perception that ‘green’ 
products are expensive


Challenge the perception with products where this is not the case. Consider 
full lifecycle costing and the development of a business case.


Lack of political commitment Secure commitment from all levels, especially in treasury/finance and supply chain 
management, by making a case based on costing and political and financial mandates, e.g. the 
Municipal Finance Management Act requires bid assessment on best value for money.


Insufficient knowledge Include green procurement training in existing training (in particular for the driving 
team, supply chain management and line managers), have environmental departments 
provide support on green criteria development, hold awareness-raising sessions, 
and use a phased approach to allow for the development of expertise/


Limited options on green 
products and services


Alert and discuss with local suppliers, choose viable pilot projects, and use a phased approach.


No ‘green’ specifications 
provided by supplier


Choose a pilot where specifications are available and consider supporting 
the SABS to establish a body that sets ‘green’ standards.


Existing purchasing 
relationships and habits


Work with central procurement, where these relationships are better understood and managed.
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Case Studies


National 11


The Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP) is an example of 
sustainable public procurement; encompassing large-scale renewable energy investment, with concomitant 
financial and employment benefits. The setting of an ambitious target of 75% local content has resulted in the 
establishment of local solar and wind industries, as well as investment in sector-specific training.


Western Cape Government (WCG) 12


Provincial Cabinet mandated the Department of Economic Development and Tourism (DEDAT) to draft a 
sustainable procurement policy framework that considered both socio-economic and environmental impacts 
and incorporated national and provincial policy objectives. The WCG Department of Environmental Affairs and 
Development Planning worked in partnership with Provincial Treasury and DEDAT to develop policy imperatives 
and strategic initiatives that would fall under such a framework. Actions include supplier development and 
redesign of the Province’s central supplier database. Investment has already taken place towards ‘green’ 
procurement at hospitals, service centres and settlement developments.


City of Cape Town 13


The City has invested R29 million in retrofitting its incandescent traffic lights with efficient LED lights, resulting in 
savings of 7 459 MWh of electricity, 7 384 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions, and R11 million per annum. The 
payback period of this project was three years.


USA


After a Federal ruling in the US compelling public authorities to only purchase Energy Star (energy efficient) 
compliant computers, the demand for such models was so large that within a few years almost all products 
available on the market met these standards. Manufacturers realised it didn’t make financial sense to run parallel 
production lines, and phased our less efficient models14.


11 Western Cape Government Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (2015) Sustainable Public Procurement Policy 
Update: An overview to inform implementation in Western Cape Government.


12 Western Cape Government Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (2015).


13 Western Cape Government Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (2015).


14 The Procura+ Manual – A Guide to Cost-Effective Sustainable Public Procurement (undated).












Overview
Cities and towns increasingly acknowledge the risks associated with 
climate change and are seek to mitigate them. An increasing number of 
South African municipalities are compiling annual greenhouse gas (GHG) 
inventories for their area of jurisdiction and have developed strategies 
to respond to climate change. Some municipalities have set targets for 
reducing GHG emissions, for increased energy efficiency and for the use 
of renewable energy (see Introduction Chapter). Implementing these 
strategies and commitments, keeping them up to date and monitoring 
their impact all requires an effective institutional set-up and allocation of 
responsibilities and resources. 


As detailed in the previous chapter a strong case exists for local 
government to address sustainable energy and climate mitigation within 
their responsibilities. Cities are economic centres using large amounts of 
energy and contributing strongly to the greenhouse gas emissions of the 
country. The National Government of South Africa has made commitments 
to contribute to the international efforts to curb GHG emissions. These 
commitments cannot be met unless emissions are addressed, placing an 
obligation on municipalities to do so. 


Managing these new fields, or new approaches to existing activities, is 
challenging.  Energy and emissions-related activities are located across a 
spectrum of municipal departments. Municipalities typically face resource 
constraints – financial and human – and additional demands can place new 
pressures on municipal administrations. Achieving targets also requires 
strong engagement with citizens and the private sector. Thus a new way 
of operating, one that is cross-sectoral, partnership or network based, is 
important. This requires vision, strong leadership and political support.


Implementation
The particular interest of a municipality will determine who leads the work 
on sustainable energy and climate change mitigation. Often the work will 
be framed as Environment or Energy. Environmental departments usually 
undertake the policy development side of leading this work. In Cape 
Town the Environmental Resource Management Department has led the 
energy and climate change direction; whereas this may also be held in 
the Electricity and Energy Department, as is the case in Nelson Mandela 
Bay Metro and the City of Johannesburg. In these cities the environment 
departments often focus more on climate change adaptation. 


In eThekwini Municipality the Energy Office has been established as a 
section within the Treasury. The Municipality’s strong Climate Change thrust 
was established by the Environmental department and has culminated in 
a comprehensive Durban Climate Change Strategy that was developed 


The SALGA Strategy Guide 
for Local Government on 
Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Energy provides a 
comprehensive overview of steps 
to be taken by any municipality 
wishing to move towards a 
more sustainable, inclusive and 
developmental future. The full 
document, which was developed 
through the active engagement 
of municipal officials across all 
nine provinces, plus the Status 
Quo report can be accessed on: 
http://www.cityenergy.org.za/
uploads/resource_291.pdf.  


Institutionalising Sustainable Energy 
and Climate Change Mitigation 
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jointly with the Energy Office. The City of Tshwane has set up a Sustainability Unit in the office of the Executive 
Mayor where policy has been developed around the Green Economy. 


In many cities the institutional arrangements are dynamic and may change as the work grows and develops. The 
City of Cape Town has recently set up an Energy Directorate under which will fall two divisions (formed from the 
old Energy Office and Electricity Services Department): the Sustainable Energy Markets and Electricity Generation 
and Distribution. 


Climate change mitigation actions may impact the local economy. The Department responsible for Economic 
Development is therefore another institutional option that is being considered by some municipalities. 


It is important to align the work on climate change mitigation with existing high level municipal policies and 
strategies. If for example the political focus is on job creation and economic development, the energy and climate 
mitigation work should be framed in these terms.


Institutional Arrangements


The institutionalisation of sustainable energy and climate change mitigation in the political and administrative 
structures is necessary to ensure proper planning, budgeting, implementation and monitoring of initiatives. The 
choice of institutional set-up and allocation of responsibilities is often influenced by individuals, ‘the champions’, 
who actively promote the cause. As climate change mitigation and sustainable energy are cross-cutting functions 
and require actions of many departments, effective collaboration and sufficient capacity are more important for 
the successful implementation of initiatives than the choice of lead department. 


Despite different framing and/or locating of the work, experience indicates that institutionalising the work requires 
addressing both the political and the administrative levels. At the administrative level cross-sectoral institutional 
arrangements are vital, as well as a dedicated unit with staff, to drive the work. The following institutional structures 
should be considered to develop this area of work in a municipality:


1. Political Committee


Options for political leadership include:


 y Tasking an existing Council Committee e.g. in charge of Development Planning or Infrastructure, additionally 
with the responsibility for sustainable energy and climate change mitigation. This is being done in eThekwini 
Municipality.  


 y Establishing a special Council Committee (or sub-committee) on Energy and/or Climate Change, as has been 
done in the City of Cape Town and City of Johannesburg (see Case Study on types of Political Committees). 


2. Cross Sector Executive Management Team


A formally constituted administrative committee (Executive Management Team) that draws in all relevant 
departments must support the political committee. This needs to involve the senior management of relevant 
departments such as


 y Environmental Management


 y Housing and Human Settlements


 y Transport and Roads


 y Services Infrastructure (Electricity, Water and Sanitation, Solid Waste)


 y City Planning and Development


 y Economic Development


 y Financial Services


 y Communication and Marketing Services
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This high level management team is important to ensure the effective cross-sectoral work lower down the 
administration. The new responsibilities should be included in the Job Descriptions and KPIs of Senior Management.


3. Working Groups or Steering Committees


For specific areas of work, tasks or lead projects working groups or steering committees may need to be established. 
These groups involve the relevant people from different departments and must have clear terms of references 
determined by the municipal climate change strategy or action plan. They ensure the necessary cooperation on 
projects across municipal departments.


The working groups / steering committees report to the Executive Management. Senior management must assign 
staff to the groups and include new responsibilities in their KPIs.


4. Lead Department and Dedicated Unit


 y A department should be identified that will assume the lead responsibility for sustainable energy and climate 
change mitigation. In this department a dedicated energy, climate or sustainability unit should be set up that 
supports the development and implementation of a municipal policy/strategy on energy and climate change 
mitigation. This unit would report to the head of the lead department but would also be the secretariat and 
information resource of the political and administrative committees. Critical tasks of this unit include:


 y Collecting, collating and analysing energy and emissions data 


 y Developing and managing the GHG inventory and reporting


 y Strategy, policy and action plan development, review and monitoring


 y Proposal development for flagship projects


 y Research and technical direction on new technologies or approaches


 y Raising finance


 y Engaging partners


The figure below illustrates the described institutional architecture. 


Figure 12: Key elements of institutional integration of sustainable energy into municipal operations


Source: Sustainable Energy Africa, developed for Tshwane Energy and Climate Change Strategy
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Dedicated Unit 
A dedicated unit to drive and coordinate the work ensures that capacity – both human and financial – is directed 
into the new field of work. The work of such a unit is guided by the municipal energy or climate change mitigation 
strategy. The table below, drawing on work of the City of Cape Town’s Energy and Climate Change Unit, provides an 
overview of its core functions. 


Table 3: Overview of work areas and themes of the Energy and Climate Change Unit of City of Cape Town


WORK 
AREAS


City 
procurement 
and operations 


Low income household energy services Energy efficiency Renewable 
energy 
development


Low carbon 
development


PROJECT 
AREAS


 y Supporting 
municipal 
retrofit 
projects;


 y Monitor 
internal energy 
consumption;


 y Training 
internal 
building and 
facilities 
management 


Developing city strategy and 
implementation mechanisms for 
integrated household energy services


 y Communication 
and campaigns;


 y Monitoring of 
city’s Green 
Building 
regulations


Support sector 
departments 
to facilitate 
private sector RE 
development and 
pilot municipal 
RE projects.


Facilitating link 
between City 
Planning and 
Transit goals


CR
OS


S C
UT


TI
NG


 TH
EM


AT
IC


 A
RE


AS Policy and 
regulation


 y Developing policies for Internal Resource 
Management, Green Procurement, 
Development Planning;


 y Engagement (with the relevant sector 
department) in national planning and 
regulation that may have an impact 
on local energy objectives.


Finance  y Seeking additional funding to drive 
the new area of work, e.g. climate 
funds, green economy funds; 


 y Exploring revenue models and engaging 
with City Finance around new, resource 
efficient-oriented revenue models.


Partnerships  y Ongoing engagement in national and 
international forums relating to climate 
mitigation and sustainable energy;


 y Developing partnerships for implementation 
with the private sector and with 
academia in relation to innovation.


Data  y Holding and developing the data bases that 
relate to the energy and GHG mitigation indices 
and targets and undertaking the necessary 
reporting to global and national platforms.


Green economy  y Align with the Green Economy initiatives in the 
City, as well as in the province and nationally; 
build and enhance the economic/job creation 
dimensions of the sustainable energy strategy.


Research Unlocking location specific implementation 
barriers and developing innovative approaches 
relating to the legal, financial and technical 
aspects of sustainable energy implementation.
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Strategy Development – Purpose, Process and Components


An energy and climate change mitigation strategy and action plan is necessary to detail the municipality’s priority 
actions and guide the staff working in the new field. As with any strategy development process, this involves 
collating information in order to analyse challenges and opportunities; generating a vision that responds to the 
challenges, opportunities and municipal priorities; and finally developing a plan of action towards achieving this 
vision. The strategy should be developed and updated in a continuous cycle of engagement and progressive 
improvement.


The following stages and components are required


 y A State of Energy and/or Greenhouse gas (GHG) Emissions Inventory with the status quo of energy use and 
related emissions. It is used for analysis, planning, monitoring and reporting;


 y Energy or Climate Change Response Strategy stating vision and mission and identifying priority objectives and 
long-term targets; 


 y Action Plan detailing work streams and short-term targets.


This work requires a range of competencies including technical, scientific, managerial, and communication skills. 
Staff profiles and related job descriptions will depend on the particular priorities of each city. The figure below 
shows the organogram of the Energy Office in eThekwini Municipality.


Figure 13: Organogram of the Energy Office in eThekwini Municipality 
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Local State of Energy and GHG Inventory


Municipalities need to develop a GHG Inventory or Energy Status Quo report. This is usually done periodically about 
every 5 years. Inventory updates and monitoring should be undertaken on an annual basis. This does not involve 
detailed data gathering but updating data necessary to measure key indicators.


The Global Protocol for Community Level GHG Emissions Inventories (see text box on International Protocols 
and Tools on page 347) provides a standard approach to reporting on GHG emissions at the local level. Energy 
reporting follows the same protocols. The standard practice is to obtain data for all energy/emissions activities and 
order these by sectors: Residential, Commercial, Industrial and Municipal. 


A GHG inventory is principally a simple account recording what, where and by whom energy and emissions-generating 
activities take place in the municipal jurisdiction. Municipalities should analyse the data further to allow municipal 
decision-makers and communities to understand local challenges such as sectors of high energy consumption and 
opportunities to address them. The analysis informs priorities action and the setting of emission reduction targets. 
The inventory updates are used to monitor progress towards achieving.


Data collection and collation for GHG inventory 


When embarking on an emissions/energy data collection process an individual or team must be appointed who 
collect data on energy use from the different sector departments and from outside of the municipality. This new task 
must be included in KPI’s and job descriptions if done in-house. Data collection processes should be institutionalised 
so that they happen routinely and regularly. The internal team may need to be supplemented by consultants every 
few years when new data collection and an in-depth analysis take place.


The Case Study on City of Tshwane provides an overview of the data required and data sources for typical data 
requirements of South African cities. A detailed, step by step guide for collection and collation of a greenhouse gas 
inventory (Sustainable Energy Africa, 2017) can be found on: http://cityenergy.org.za/uploads/resource_422.pdf. 


Figure 14: Outline of key steps in developing an energy baseline and/or GHG emissions inventory, strategy, action plan 
and integrating them into municipal systems
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Energy and Climate Change Mitigation Strategy


The strategy development process must engage internal stakeholders from relevant departments and external 
stakeholders such as community organisations, business organisations, environmental NGOs, and academia. 


The State of Energy report and GHG Inventory informs the strategy development. It is important to analyse and 
represent the data in a visibly interesting way to communicate it to stakeholders in the strategy development 
process. Presenting key indicators can also be helpful. The figure on the next page shows how large volumes of 
information can be represented in an accessible way.  


The Urban Energy Website: supporting your municipality 
The Urban Energy Website: www.cityenergy.org.za has been developed by Sustainable Energy Africa and is a jointly 
held platform with SALGA and the SA Cities Network. The website is designed to house documents that support 
municipalities with energy and emissions data collection, planning, policy and strategy development and with 
implementation. Documents are from South African cities and towns. 


The ‘First Steps’ button on the home page will take the user to a page that outlines the process. If scrolling the 
mouse along the various steps, it will direct the user to key resources, including ‘Energising South African Cities & 
Towns’ which is a valuable resource for initiating energy management in a municipality. The guide can be directly 
downloaded on: 


http://www.cityenergy.org.za/docs/Energising-SA-Cities.pdf


Figure 15: the Urban Energy website Figure 16: Energising South 
African Cities and Towns
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The purpose of the strategy is to guide the municipal activities around climate change mitigation. It will typically 
state a vision and objectives that should reflect the energy profile of the municipality and should be aligned to 
the municipal development priorities. The strategy should set long-term targets to reduce GHG emissions through 
energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy. In addition the strategy will set targets to provide access to 
modern forms of energy for poorly or non-serviced communities. Targets need to be ambitious, but achievable 
and measurable. The achievement of the targets will be monitored using the data in the GHG Inventory and other 
simple to access information (see: Targets and Indicators below). 


Vision and objectives of the strategy are to be achieved by a target date that is typically 20 or more years in the 
future. It is helpful to undertake a future scenario modelling exercise in terms of energy use and emissions. Scenario 
modelling is based on estimating the future demand, the energy efficiency potential and the use of renewable 
energy. The modelling establishes a Business as Usual Scenario (if nothing is done differently) and compares it with 
scenarios with improved energy efficiency, increased use of renewable energy, and other emission reductions. 
A number of South African cities have done such modelling and examples of these can be found on the www.
cityenergy.org.za website.


Figure 17: Examples of energy and emissions data representation


Source: City of Cape Town, Energy climate action plan, 2016
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The Long-Range Energy Alternatives Planning system (LEAP) has been found to be the most appropriate tool for 
local, or municipal level futures planning (see an analysis of different tools done by the Energy Research Centre 
at the University of Cape Town on: http://africancityenergy.org/uploads/resource_27.pdf). New tools particularly 
related to Emissions projections are under development and may also prove useful and user friendly (see 
International Protocols and Tools below). 


The stakeholder engagement process should result in a strategy towards achieving the most optimal future 
scenario. This needs to be guided by the existing Municipal Vision and Goals. Once in place, the strategy must be 
submitted to council for adoption. The strategy must be reviewed periodically to respond to a rapidly changing 
environment (technologically and politically).


Action Plan and integration into municipal systems 


The strategy need to be translated into a detailed Action Plan. This plan requires working with each relevant 
department and ensuring that the energy and climate mitigation activities are integrated into their sector 
strategies and plans. The Action Plan will specify projects, responsibilities, time frames and targets for a 5-year 
period. It should be approved by council and reviewed every 5 years.


The energy efficiency or climate change mitigation strategy and action plan must be included into the municipal 
Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and Spatial Development Framework (SDF). Projects need to be reflected in 
the Service Delivery Budget Implementation Plans (SDBIP) and associated municipal budget. 


Once projects are included in the SDBIPs, the targets and indicators set in the energy and climate strategy and 
action plan will be reflected in the performance management system of all key staff (through KPIs). Staff members 
from Performance Management should be included in the process of target development as this can be a complex 
institutional process.


South African Cities’ Energy and Emissions Baseline Reporting and Strategy 
Development 


The first State of Energy report was developed for Cape Town in 1998 and Africa’s first City energy strategy was 
completed and adopted by the City of Cape Town in 2003. Since then at least sixteen more South African cities 
and towns have developed State of Energy Reports, Energy and Climate Change Strategies and/or GHG Emissions 
Inventories.


The State of Energy in South African Cities is a report undertaken every five years by Sustainable Energy Africa. This 
report measures progress towards sustainable energy transition at the local level across South African’s metro and 
secondary cities. 
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“Let’s Respond”: Integrating climate change response into municipal IDPs
The National Climate Change Response 
Strategy identifies municipalities as important 
partners in implementing the national climate 
change mitigation commitments. SALGA and 
the Department of Environmental Affairs 
have developed guidance and tools to assist 
municipalities to integrate municipal climate 
response strategies and commitments into the 
municipal IDPs. 


This is not only a precondition for budgeting 
for projects but is also necessary to introduce 
and sustain climate change mitigation as a 
work stream in the Council and the municipal administration. The rationale is that development decisions made 
today have a long lifespan (particularly on bulk infrastructure and spatial planning) and need to be designed with a 
changing climate in mind.


The approach encourages municipalities to:
 � Align climate change response with existing development challenges and deepen existing response capacity. 
 � Develop links with research institutions and community structures to improve the flow of information, in 


particular early warning systems, such as information about potential drought.
 � Incorporate climate change information into sector planning and plan for a wide range of longer-term changes 


in weather conditions (rainfall and temperature).
 � Improve cross-sector integration of management and development planning.
 � Move more decisively and faster on core development objectives, which will provide immediate benefits and 


long-term climate change response benefits.


The guide provides a five phase process, aligned with the IDP process: preparation, analysis, strategy, projects, 
integration. Each phase includes steps to integrate climate change response into municipal systems and structures. 
For each step of the process support tools are provided, found in the toolkit, which will facilitate the process.


Figure 18: The lifespan of today’s development decisions 


Source: Let’s Respond, Toolkit


Figure 19: The Let’s Respond Guide and Toolkit 


Source: http://cityenergy.org.za/uploads/resource_143.pdf. 
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Targets and Indicators 


An energy scenario modelling process provides guidance for strategic long-term targets for energy efficiency 
and the use of renewable energy. For the Action Plan the long-term targets must be broken down into specific, 
shorter-term targets for different sectors and departments. These targets inform the projects and interventions. 
Indicators need to be developed to monitor the achievement of the targets. 


Below are examples of templates for targets and indicators. Municipalities should set locally appropriate targets 
and identify indicators that can be monitored through easily accessible data.  


Table 5: High level sustainable energy/carbon emissions targets


2020 2030 2040


Total GHG emissions from energy (CO2e)


GHG emissions per capita (tonnes)


Renewable/cleaner energy as portion of electricity supply 


Electricity efficiency (fraction of electricity reduced off BAU)


Transport efficiency (fraction of liquid fuel consumption reduced off BAU)


Table 6: Examples of 5 year sector targets required to achieve the high level targets 


Sector Target Municipal Actions Monitoring


Residential Sector


10% of households have efficient water 
heaters (and give it in numbers)


Develop Solar Water Heater (SWH) strategy 
and implementation plan;
consider mid to high income endorsement 
of local SWH companies;


GIS based mapping;
Industry figures;
Implementation project figures.


80% of residential lighting is efficient Partner with Eskom to run another efficient lighting rollout. Industry figures


Commercial Sector 


80% of lighting is efficient Establish a Municipal-Commerce EE Forum;
Partner with Eskom to run another efficient lighting rollout.


Industry figures


Electricity generation


120 MW of rooftop PV is installed Develop SSEG policy and application guidelines and tariff Application documents;
Industry figures


100MW of large scale renewable energy 
capacity is developed in the city-region


Municipal projects on gas to energy; 
Facilitate IPP development


Industry figures


Transport


4% decrease in fuel consumption off BAU Congestion charging and/or incentive schemes to increase 
vehicle occupancy; use public or non-motorised transport


DoE liquid fuel figures;


Doubling of BRT passenger-kms Zoning and development approval 
enhances public transport usage


BRT occupancy data
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Table 7: Proposed Indicators for monitoring sustainable energy and emissions reduction 


City profile indicators


Population: total and local (city) Poverty levels: households under the poverty line (< R3 200/month)


Number of households Average household size


Economic growth Population and Household growth


Economic


Total energy consumption (GJ) Energy use per unit of GDP


Energy consumption per capita Expenditure on energy: net energy import expenses


Energy mix (and fuel quantities); including proportion 
of mix made up by renewable source energy


Local energy production (quantity and value); 
including locally produced renewable energy


Energy per economic sector Electricity distribution system maximum demand (MW)


Electricity supply efficiency: distribution losses Energy use per unit of GDP


Environment


Total GHG emissions from energy (CO2e) Waste per capita


GHG emissions per capita Quantities of air pollutant emissions (SO2, NOx, particulates)


GHG emissions per capita (including Waste and AFOLU if available) Water consumption and system leakages


Environmental protection expenditure Wastewater treatment


Proportion of waste minimised/production of reusable waste


Spatial and development planning and Mobility


Functional density (person per km2) Share of households that own a car and total number 
of light passenger vehicles registered


Non-motorised transit as a fraction of all trips 
and as fraction of passenger kms


Modal split within transport sector by fuel use and passenger km


Social development


Access to modern, safe energy (electricity) Households receiving the national energy grant


Households using ‘clean and safe’ fuels for cooking Fraction of disposable income spent of fuels 
(total population, 20% poorest)


Governance


Institutional mechanism for SE management (existence 
of a political and admin SE committee)


Internal energy management strategy and implementation


Dedicated and capacitated SE staff Existence of forum or campaigns for citizen 
engagement and awareness raising


Regulations and Guidelines across the SE work 
areas (Green procurement, building, water, waste, 
electricity generation, efficient resource use
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Implementation of Action Plan  


Translating the plan into action is often the greatest challenge. Below are typical activities and initiatives of 
municipalities.


1. Integration into existing municipal plans and activities while also undertaking ‘showcase’ projects


 y ‘Mainstreaming’: Engage with relevant departments to ensure a thorough understanding of how energy issues 
intersect with their areas/services and how they can integrate sustainable energy objectives into their line 
department functions and SDBIP. This process can be time consuming.


 y ‘Showcasing’: While working on integration and mainstreaming, it is worthwhile to identify projects to showcase 
the new approach and to provide motivation and incentives to council to continue to support this work.


2. Develop an enabling policy and regulatory environment 


A strong and enabling regulatory environment will encourage investment by the private sector in new areas of 
sustainable energy and climate change mitigation. Key policy and regulatory areas to address include: 


 y Municipal Procurement 


 y Integrated Household Energy Services and related tariffs


 y Small-scale embedded generation


 y Third party wheeling 


 y Green building


 y Densification and Zoning


 y Traffic/parking management and non-motorised transit. 


Detail on all of these areas is provided elsewhere in the manual.


3. Develop a communications platform


Publicise commitments and new approaches to provide citizens and potential partners with information that will 
enable them to engage in new projects. This can take the form of energy forums, rollout programmes, websites 
and campaigns.  


4. Develop monitoring and reporting system


Draft and publish an annual update report on key indicators. Targets need to be monitored in terms of the 
performance management process. Once an area of work is regularly measured and monitored (‘seen’), it starts 
to receive attention and budget.


5. Ongoing skills, knowledge and capacity development


New areas of work require a continuous updating of skills and knowledge. This can be achieved through:


 y The employment of new staff with the required skills; 


 y Training and continuing professional development e.g. through courses and peer learning exchange;


 y Engagement in learning networks such as the Urban Energy Network of SEA-SALGA-SACN, or the SACN 
Transport Working group, ICLEI, etc.; and


 y Utilisation of resources, such as this manual or the City Energy Website.


Numerous examples of policies, regulations and tools relating to, for example, cost of supply studies, revenue 
impact, as well as case studies can be found here: www.cityenergy.org.za.
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6. Secure funding for project implementation


Identify, secure and coordinate funding streams.  Expand funding streams particularly for pilot or priority projects. 
‘Seeing is believing’ and showcasing projects generates momentum. Attracting funding will build council support 
for this new field of work. 


Figure 20: Municipal officials attending a site visit at Alexander Solar Water Heater rollout project of the City of 
Johannesburg, 2015, organised by the Urban Energy Network, a partnership between SEA, SALGA an SACN.


Figure 21: Municipal officials and related stakeholders attend the University of Cape Town Engineering Faculty 
Continuing Professional Development course on Urban Energy for Development convened by Sustainable Energy Africa 
and the Energy Research Centre. 
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International Networks of Cities 


Increasingly South African cities are joining the global community of cities responding to climate change. 


Transnational network of municipalities emerged in the 1990s, with the advent of Local Agenda 21, following the 
Rio Earth Summit (1992). These noted that while political commitments were negotiated by nation states, much 
of the implementation towards achieving these emissions reduction and sustainable development objectives 
required local action. Following the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement the world’s two largest global coalitions of 
cities (the Global Compact of Mayors and Covenant of Mayors) merged to form the Global Covenant of Mayors for 
Climate and Energy. 


The global Covenant requires specific commitments from its members to emissions reduction and associated 
monitoring and reporting. Covenant supporters include organisations such as Energy Cities, Climate Alliance, ICLEI, 
C40 Network of Global Cities and EUROCITIES, as well as a number of national networks and support programmes. 
The network organisations provide project implementation support, best practice guidance, access to funding 
and tools to assist reporting and monitoring of commitments.


A number of South African metros are signatories to the global covenant and must report according to their 
requirements. Even if municipalities are not obliged to report on these platforms, it is useful for all to align with 
the well-developed protocols of these networks; and to benefit from the support tools generated through these 
initiatives. The text box provides an overview of reporting protocols and tools.  


International Protocols and Tools
A range of protocols and tools have been developed to ensure comparable, robust and transparent accounting of 
GHG Emissions. In addition, tools for scenario modelling and Action Planning are presented. 


1. The Global Protocol on Community-Scale GHG Emissions Inventories


The Global Protocol for Community-Scale GHG Emissions Inventories (GPC) offers cities and local governments a 
robust, transparent and globally-accepted framework to identify, calculate and report on greenhouse gases at a 
local level; allowing for consistent and comparable reporting across cities. This framework is in line with the 2006 
IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories and was developed as a collective effort among a variety 
of stakeholders (World Resources Institute, C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, ICLEI, Cities Alliance, World Bank, 
UNEP and UN-HABITAT).


2. GHG Emissions Reporting Platforms for Local Governments


Carbonn (cCR): The Carbonn Climate Registry (cCR), launched in 2010, is a global platform used to report local 
climate actions. It is the reporting platform of various pacts/agreements, such as the Mexico City Pact, the Compact 
of Mayors, the Compact of States and Regions, the Durban Adaptation Charter, the Earth Hour City Challenge and 
others. The cCR was developed with support from ICLEI and the Government of Mexico City, under the auspices of 
the World Mayors Council on Climate Change and with the endorsement of United Cities and Local Governments 
(UCLG) and the Club of Madrid. 


Carbon Disclosure Project (CPD): CDP is a World Bank-led global disclosure system for companies, cities, states 
and regions to manage their environmental impacts. It is used by investors or traders to access environmental 
information to inform their decisions. 
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3. Data/action Reporting, Monitoring and Inventory tools 


City Inventory Reporting and Information System (CIRIS) (developer: c40): This is a comprehensive inventory 
calculator and excel-based tool based on the GPC. It is freely available for download from the C40 website: http://
www.c40.org/other/gpc-dashboard.


ClearPath (developer: ICLEI): ClearPath is an online software platform for completing greenhouse gas inventories, 
forecasts, climate action plans, and monitoring at community-wide or government operations scales. The tool 
is internet based and oriented to US cities.  Non ICLEI-members can purchase ClearPath Pro annual subscriptions 
from ICLEI. 


SECAP Reporting template (developer: Covenant of Mayors): this is a reporting tool rather than a calculating tool 
that focuses on energy. It is still in the process of becoming a global GPC-compliant, emissions reduction tool.


4. Project level emissions calculator and accounting tools


Tools to standardise the carbon savings potential of projects are being developed by ICLEI and C40. Recognised 
tools can enable project developers to assess the carbon savings potential of individual projects (including 
complex transport or spatial planning projects). This information can be used in financial assessments for 
projects towards ‘bankable’ status.


The Clean Energy Emission Reduction (CLEER) tool was developed by the USAID Resources and USAID Global 
Climate Change Office (GCC). CLEER is also designed to enable ‘stacking’ of project emissions reductions for 
national and/or global reporting. It can be found at https://www.cleertool.org/.


5. Scenario modelling and action planning tools


CURB (Climate Action for Urban Sustainability) (developer: C40 and World Bank) tool evaluates low carbon 
actions. As an Excel-based tool, CURB can be used offline and allows for transparent modelling. Cities can use 
CURB free of charge with technical support available upon request. The tool is not yet available online, will be 
free of charge, once available. 


LEAP (The Long-range Energy Alternatives Planning System) (developer: the Stockholm Environment Institute 
(SEI)) is a software tool for energy policy analysis and climate change mitigation assessment. In addition to 
tracking energy and GHGs, LEAP can also be used to analyse emissions of local and regional air pollutants, and 
short-lived climate pollutants (SLCP) making it well-suited for studies of the climate action co-benefits to reduce 
local air pollution. LEAP has developed a reputation among its users for presenting complex energy analysis 
concepts in a transparent and intuitive way. LEAP is free to any user.


HEAT (Harmonized Emissions Analysis Tool) (developer: ICLEI) is an online tool to build an emissions inventory 
based on local energy use, transportation demand, and waste practices. The tool will also help a user/city to 
develop simple emissions forecasts, set targets for emissions reduction, and quantify emission reductions and 
their co-benefits. 
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Case Study 1: Political committees – Section 80 
Energy Committee in the City of Cape Town 
and Climate change Section 79 committee in 
the City of Johannesburg 


Council committees may be established in terms of the Municipal Structures Act to enable smaller groups of 
councillors to meet to discuss specific issues. Councillors then get a chance to dedicate time to specific issues 
and to become experts in those. Committees make recommendations to council and saves council from having 
to deal with all matters in detail. Committees do not make final decisions since most decisions need approval by 
council as a whole. 


In addition to Portfolio or Ward/geographic committees the Structures Act permits a municipality to establish 
additional committees (Section 79) committees deemed necessary ‘for the effective and efficient performance of 
any of its functions or the exercise of any of its powers’.  If a municipality has an Executive Council or Executive 
Mayor it may appoint committees (in terms of Section 79) to assist the Executive Council or Executive Mayor 
(Section 80). 


Section 79 committees are usually permanent committees that specialise in one area of work and sometimes 
are given the right to make decisions over small issues. Outside experts as well as councillors can be included on 
Section 79 committees.


The City of Cape Town established a Section 80 Energy and Climate Change Committee in July 2008. The 
committee was established in response to the power crisis and the new inclusion of energy security and climate 
change mitigation and adaptation within the IDP. An EMT (Executive Management Team) Sub-Committee on 
Energy and Climate Change was set up concomitantly to support its political counterpart. The work streams of 
the committee included Energy security and carbon mitigation; Communication and education; and Adaptation 
and Climate Resilience. This committee has since been disbanded and most of the responsibilities now fall within 
the Section 79 Portfolio Committee for Utilities and Energy (this committee has special delegations to oversee 
Energy2040 Vision and the Energy and Climate Action Plan); with some falling into the Portfolio Committees of 
Sustainability & Resilience and Economy & Environment. 


In the City of Johannesburg a Section 79 sub-committee on climate change was set up to facilitate high level 
political decision making on climate change. Its administrative counterpart is the Joint Coordinating Committee 
on Climate Change, comprising a technical team of officials drawn from all the relevant departments and led by 
the Environmental Management Department. A team of dedicated support staff are located here. The Section 
79 committee on climate change ensures that every decision coming before council has been viewed through a 
climate ‘lens’ prior to presentation at council for decision making.
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Case study 2: Establishing a GHG Inventory in 
the City of Tshwane 


The City of Tshwane has had its latest inventory declared as GPC-compliant. This helps Tshwane complete one of 
the key milestones of the Global Covenant of Mayors (formerly known as the Compact of Mayors) to which it is a 
signatory. The GHG Inventory update was undertaken with the support of the C40 Technical Support Team. Data 
from C40 cities around the globe can be found on the C40 website: http://www.c40.org/other/gpc-dashboard.


The following steps and data sources, followed by Tshwane and drawing on years of South African city data 
collection, have been developed to guide any South African municipalities undertaking such an exercise. 


Step 1: Identifying Energy and 
Emissions-related Activities 


A first step is to list all activities taking place within 
the municipality that either consume energy and/or 
emit greenhouse gases. These are then ordered into 
sectors such as Stationary energy use (in Residential, 
Commercial and Industrial sectors), Transport, 
Waste, Industry, Agriculture and Land Use Change. 


The types of energy used for each activity are then 
identified (e.g. lighting could be from electricity, 
candles or paraffin) and a source of data on the 
quantity of each fuel type per activity must then 
be identified. If no data is available a method to 
estimate the quantity must be used. 


Step 2: Data Gathering


Types and quantities of fuel and other emissions of activities (this could be waste or livestock) are the foundation 
of the data inventory. Much of this data is being held within the Municipal records, such as electricity accounts, 
service accounts, waste statistics, etc. However, some data requires engaging with external agencies, such as 
StatSA (household stats and energy use), Department of Energy (liquid fuel), Eskom (electricity), private gas and 
coal suppliers, local industries, etc. 


Some of the data is supply–side data and needs to be allocated to the sectors where it is consumed. Often the 
total supply to a municipal area can be obtained, but it is difficult to apportion it to different sectors, such as the 
use of liquid petroleum Gas (LPG) which is used in the residential and commercial sectors. Often other studies 
provide clues to disaggregate data by sector. Detail on this is provided in the Guide document referred to above.


Where no supply data exists, or where the allocation of the supply data to sectors is unclear, the consumption 
picture is being built on the basis of the activities. For example, finding supply data on coal in South Africa is very 
difficult as the sector is deregulated. It is therefore necessary to establish or estimate the amount of coal required 
for certain activities. A summary table of data sources is provided below. 


Figure 22: Various energy and emissions-related 
activities are ‘mapped out’ by members of the 
Tshwane Sustainability Unit and key sector department 
representatives


Source: Max Jamieson, Programme Manager, Technical Assistance, 
Measurement and Planning Initiative, C40
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Table 8: Summary table of data sources


Data Source(s)


INTERNAL DATA SOURCES


Electricity sales by tariff (municipal distribution areas) Local municipality (Electricity and 
Finance Department)


Coal use at municipal power stations Local municipality (Electricity Department)


Solid waste landfilled (municipal) Local municipality; private landfill site operators


Wastewater volume and treatment method (municipal) Local municipality, sanitation department 


Types of industries and industrial 
processes taking place in Tshwane


Local municipality, economic 
development department


EXTERNAL DATA SOURCES


Electricity sales by tariff (Eskom distribution areas) Eskom


Energy (electricity, diesel) use by rail Eskom; PRASA; Transnet


Liquid fuel sales by fuel type by magisterial 
district (by trade category)


Department of Energy (www.energy.gov.za ) 


In-boundary aviation fuel use Flight schools (any local flying 
schools, private aerodromes)


Residential coal and wood use Local studies; StatsSA (www.statssa.gov.za)


Figure 23: Activities are then grouped according to sectors; C40 Emissions Inventory Development Workshop, City of 
Tshwane, 2016.


Source: Max Jamieson, Programme Manager, Technical Assistance, Measurement and Planning Initiative, C40
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Data Source(s)


EXTERNAL DATA SOURCES


Commercial and industrial coal and wood use Relevant licencing authority (air quality)


Emissions factors Department of Environmental Affairs; Eskom 
Integrated Report (www.eskom.co.za); 
emissionfactors.com (www.emissionfactors.com)


Gas (pipeline length, volume and purpose of gas use) Sasol


Solid waste landfilled (private) Private landfill site operators


Solid waste incinerated DEA Air Quality department


Wastewater volume and treatment method (private) Private operators


Number of livestock Industry annual reports (Beefcor, etc.)


Industrial processes (volumes of 
cement, glass, etc., produced)


Industry annual reports (PPC 
Cement, Consol Glass, etc.)


Step 3: Converting energy consumption data into GHG emissions 


Emissions from each activity are calculated by multiplying the quantity of fuel or emitted gas by its emission 
factor. An emission factor is the amount of carbon dioxide equivalent that is emitted into the atmosphere as a 
result of one unit of the consumption of that fuel, or gas emission. Default emissions factors are provided by the 
International Panel on Climate Change (IPSS) along with a list of country-specific factors. They can be found at 
www.emissionfactors.com. The latest Eskom emissions factors can be found in their annual / integrated report on 
their website: www.eskom.co.za. 


A detailed, step by step guide for collection and collation of a greenhouse gas inventory has been developed by 
Sustainable Energy Africa (2017) and can be found on: http://cityenergy.org.za/uploads/resource_422.pdf.
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Case study 3: Durban Solar City project – 
encouraging citizens and businesses to install 
solar PV 


Municipalities can implement sustainable energy projects to reduce the energy consumption of their internal 
operations. However, most energy is consumed in the commercial, industrial and household sectors. It is critical 
to engage these sectors to support the municipality’s energy and climate change mitigation commitments.


 The eThekwini Municipality has implemented the Durban’s Solar City project. The project aims to develop the 
solar PV market by overcoming barriers such as the lack of a clear regulatory framework and information of PV 
potential, costs and benefits. 


The project has developed 


 � Five pilot solar PV installations on municipal roofs to gather experiences and showcase the technology. 


 � The Durban Solar Map which is a web-based roof cadastre that provides residents and businesses with 
information about the potential to install solar PV on their roofs and generate electricity. It also allows 
potential investors to estimate costs and benefits of an installation on their buildings. The website is linked to 
the municipal GIS.


 � The building application and approval process for solar PV installations has been simplified by defining it as 
Minor Building Works with strongly reduced municipal fees. 


 � The Electricity Department permits solar PV installations to feed into the grid. A simple application process is 
in place.  


 � A feed-in tariff for embedded generators has been approved by NERSA and will be activated once it has been 
linked to the municipal revenue system. 


Figure 24: Solar Roof cadastre - an internet based solar website


Source: eThekwini Energy Office, www.gis.durban.gov.za/solarmapviewer
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Support organisations
SALGA


https://www.salga.org.za/


SEA


www.sustainable.org.za


ICLEI Africa


africa.iclei.org/ 



https://www.salga.org.za

www.sustainable.org.za

africa.iclei.org
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Overview
This chapter focusses on implementing municipal projects to make 
operations more energy efficient or to utilise energy from renewable 
sources. Technical aspects are not covered here, but are discussed in other 
sections of the manual. Depending on the local priorities and available 
resources a broad range of projects can be implemented including: 


 y Investment projects into energy efficiency in municipal buildings  
and facilities;


 y Introduction of an Energy Management System;


 y Pilot projects of renewable energy systems; and


 y Staff campaigns to reduce energy consumption.


All such projects require budgets and expertise that is often not available 
within the municipal administration.


Objectives and benefits 


The principle goal of such projects is to reduce the carbon emissions of the 
municipality and to contribute to achieving sustainable energy targets that 
several municipalities have set for themselves. The municipal operations 
only use a fraction of the energy consumed in a municipality. Large scale 
reductions of GHG emissions can only be achieved if communities and 
businesses implement GHG reduction projects. It is therefore important 
to use municipal projects as learning opportunities for both municipal 
officials and the public; and for showcasing the municipality as leading 
by example. An additional objective of projects is stimulating the local 
economy by establishing or strengthening a sustainable energy sector, as 
well as creating jobs. 


To maximise learning, municipal officials must be involved at all stages of 
the project planning and implementation process. Lessons learnt should 
feed into policy development with the objective to stimulate sustainable 
energy interventions by private and public investors in the municipal area.


Typical learning opportunities for energy efficiency projects include: 


 y Baseline assessment of energy consumption of a building or facility, 


 y Identification of measures to reduce energy consumption, 


 y Drafting of Business Plan for the measures; 


 y Procurement and implementation of measures; and


 y Monitoring and validation of energy savings. 


Figure 1: Energy Efficiency staff 
campaign posters 


Source: Energy Office eThekwini Municipality


Processes and finances for 
implementing municipal projects
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The graphs below show typical graphs that are part of the baseline assessment of a building. 


For renewable energy installations typical learning opportunities include:


 y Identification of suitable technologies;


 y Drafting of Business Plan for the measures; 


 y Specification and procurement of renewable energy installations; 


 y Integration of generated electricity into the municipal grid;


 y Operating and maintenance of installations; and


 y Monitoring of electricity generation that can be variable as in case of solar PV.


The images below show a photograph of the roof of a municipal building for which a roof-top solar PV installations 
is planned and the proposed PV panel layout.


Showcasing that a municipality is leading by example requires that projects are visible and accessible to the 
public. Visibility and accessibility can be enhanced through explanatory tools such as displays or public guided 
tours. In order to promote renewable energy installations like roof-top solar they must be aesthetically pleasing 
and improve the physical appearance of buildings they are attached to. 


Figure 2: Analysis of electricity demand in municipal office 


Source: eThekwini Municipality EEDSM 2013-14, Baseline Report: City Health Building 


Figure 3: Roof of EWS Customer Services building in eThekwini Municipality


Source: Delta Built Environment Consulting Engineers (2015), EOS Project, Electrical Concept
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Implementation
Energy efficiency and renewable energy projects require investment by the municipality. Projects can principally 
be funded from the municipal budget, grants or loans. The projects typically result in saved costs of electricity 
purchased from Eskom. These savings can be used to finance further projects. 


It can be difficult in municipalities to quantify electricity savings because internal use of electricity may not 
be recorded. Even if internal electricity bills exist reduced costs may not motivate for capital budget allocation 
because electricity does not appear as a budget item. Therefore the first step is often to bring cost of electricity 
to the attention of managers and council. 


When embarking on an energy efficiency or renewable energy project a rough Business Plan must be drafted 
indicating capital costs, operating costs, avoided costs of electricity and pay-back period or Return on Investment. 
The avoided electricity costs are the direct financial benefits to the municipality. They depend on the tariff charged 
internally for electricity. Municipalities that are electricity distributors purchase electricity from Eskom at wholesale 
(Megaflex) tariffs that are lower than the retail tariffs of private and business customers. Municipalities that are not 
electricity distributors purchase electricity from Eskom at a retail tariff similar to private and business customers. 
Therefore their avoided costs of electricity are higher than of municipalities that are electricity distributors. 


The table below shows a financial model for a grid-connected roof top Solar PV project. The Model can be 
downloaded from the eThekwini municipal website. It can be customised to draft Business Plans for other 
renewable energy and energy efficiency projects1. 


The example shows that for Solar PV installations investment costs are still relatively high, compared to avoided 
costs of electricity resulting in a relatively long pay-back period, especially if the project is funded through a loan 
at commercial interest rate. However, the ratio between investment costs and electricity savings and the resulting 
payback period differs for different technologies and project types, e.g. for energy efficient lighting projects 
payback periods are typically 2 to 3 years. Generally, sustainable energy projects have long-term benefits and their 
financial viability improves with declining investment costs and increasing costs of electricity. The projects have 
additional benefits such as reduced greenhouse gas emission, learning and stimulating the local economy. These 
should be highlighted in business plans to motivate for funding.


Many municipalities are not in a position to fund projects from their own budgets. Project business plans are 
necessary for submission to Council and to outside funders. Current grant and loan funding opportunities for 
municipal projects are listed below. 


A range of funding options and incentives are available for businesses and private households including tax 
rebates. Some detail on funding options can be found at SALGA (2014)2. The resource has been published in 2014 
and while most information is still accurate, some funding mechanisms have changed. It is necessary to confirm 
information for each planned project as government and donor programmes are frequently being reviewed. 
An example is the introduction of the Carbon Tax that will make projects more viable but has been postponed 
several times and is now expected to be introduced in 2018. 


1  Similar models can be found on the RETScreen website. 


2  SALGA (2014) Local Government Toolkit: Financing Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, http://cityenergy.org.za/uploads/
resource_263.pdf
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Table 1: Example calculation for 10 kWp Rooftop PV


FINANCIAL MODEL FOR ROOFTOP PV


Output


Total capacity 10 kWp


Annual insolation 1 890 kWh/m2


Performance ratio 83.0%  


Yearly production 15 687 kWh


Income and rates


Customer tariff (avoided electricity) 1.35 R/kWh


Inflation adjustment 7% per annum


Investment & installation


Capital cost 20 000 R/kWp


Project development 1 000 R


Operational costs


Upkeep (first year) 400 R/kWp/annum


Allowance for component change (first year) 1 000 R/annum


Insurance premium 0.8% of initial invest


Finance structure


Total investment 201 000 R


Senior Debt Leverage (% bank finance) 10%  


Total debt 20 100 R


Cost of Debt Funding 11%  


Maturity 10 years


Equity 40%  


Total equity 80 400 R


Ratios


Project Return Post Financing 9.4%  


Payback period 11 years


Source : http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Services/energyoffice/Pages/Durban-Solar-Financial-Model.aspx 
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Municipal Financial mechanisms (loans and grants)
Municipalities have major operational and investment budgets. The 2017 Budget Review provides for R366.3 billion 
to be transferred directly from national to local government and a further R23 billion allocated to indirect grants for 
the 2017 MTREF.1 Access to conditional grant funding for national government’s service delivery priorities is based 
on compliance with conditions stipulated in the Division of Revenue Act (DoRA). 


A series of grants, loans and other financial mechanisms for infrastructure projects are listed with different 
conditions and eligibility criteria. Funders include government, development finance institutions (DFI) and donors. 
Although most mechanisms can fund a range of infrastructure projects they can be used for specific energy related 
projects or other infrastructure projects should be designed in an energy conscious manner. 


Energy Efficiency Demand Side Management Grant (EEDSM) by Department of Energy


The Energy Efficiency Demand Side Management (EEDSM) programme of the DoE is the only national government 
grant especially for energy projects. It funds energy efficiency projects in municipal buildings and facilities, such 
as street lights, pump stations and waste water treatment works. The funding scope has been expanded to include 
co-generation. Municipalities must apply for the EEDSM grant. One of the conditions is such projects must have a 
maximum payback period of 7 years. 


Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 


The Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) is a consolidated grant mechanism, introduced in March 2003. It is 
managed by the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA). The MIG fund is allocated 
according to a formula to all municipalities that fulfil three categories of conditions: (a) conformity with the 
Division of Revenue Act; (b) cross-cutting conditions (e.g. compliance with the IDP, infrastructure development with 
economic spin-off for poverty alleviation and job creation, basic service coverage, among others) and (c) sector 
specific conditions.2


The purpose of MIG is funding of basic infrastructure such as roads, water, sanitation and electricity. Projects funded 
through the MIG must be in the municipal IDPs and approved by council. Once sustainable energy objectives are 
included in the IDP MIG funded projects must contribute to achieving them. 


National Treasury’s Cities Support Program (CSP)


The National Treasury’s (NT) Cities Support Program (CSP) has the goal to make cities function more efficiently, 
to ensure economic growth and reduce poverty. Grants are provided to metros by the NT, but channelled through 
different departments. Scope of funding includes land management, urban regeneration and integrated urban 
transport. 


 In 2017, Climate Resilience support (with a focus on energy, water and risk prevention) will be integrated as 
a special area of the CSP. An important objective is to ensure that planning documents (IDPs) include climate 
resilience related targets and indicators. CPS grants must adhere to climate and energy conditions/ clauses. The CSP 
is monitored by the Built Environment Performance Plan (BEPP), a framework of indicators. 


1  http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Circulars/Documents/MFMA%20Circular%2086%20-%202018%20MTREF%20-%208%20
March%202017/MFMA%20Budget%20Circular%20No%2086%20-%202017_18%20-%2014%20Mar%202017.pdf


2  http://www.cogta.gov.za/mig/toolkit/toolbox/EF.%20MIG%20Operational%20Framework,%20System%20and%20Mecha0-
nisms/vi%20-%20MIG%20Guideline%20document-%20National%20MIG%20Management%20Unit%20Pr.pdf
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Secondary Cities Support Programme


In an effort to extend the financial support beyond metros, CoGTA in collaboration with the World Bank, SECO 
is designing a Cities Support Programme tailored to the needs of Secondary Cities. During an inception phase the 
programme will be piloted in Polokwane and Richards Bay. Eight further cities will be supported by diagnostic 
assessment of opportunities and identification of priority needs with regards to sustainable urban development. Focus 
will be on sustainable infrastructure, and associated funding needs. The diagnostics will inform the design of the 
Secondary Cities Support Programme and conditions for project proposals to be submitted by the cities. 


Infrastructure Investment Programme for South Africa (IIPSA)


The Government of South Africa and the European Union (EU) jointly developed the Infrastructure Investment 
Programme for South Africa (IIPSA) for a total amount of €100 million. The main purpose of IIPSA funding is to support 
the implementation of the government’s infrastructure programme. The programme principally funds large projects 
(R100m to R1b).


The Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) 3: has been appointed as the Fund Manager and invites project proposals 
from eligible public entities including municipalities and private entities with a public service mission. The IIPSA Grant 
funding can take the form of technical assistance or direct investment grants. 


Infrastructure Finance Corporation Limited (INCA)


The INCA was established in 1996 as a response to the South African government’s call for increased private sector 
involvement in infrastructure funding. INCA became the primary private sector investor in socio economic infrastructure in 
South Africa, drawing on local and international marketing funds, raised through a series of INCA bond issues and long term 
loans from international Development Finance Institutions.  Towards 2010 INCA started closing down, only maintaining 
the INCA Capacity Building Fund.  AFD is now working with INCA to revive the product via a different structure focused on 
secondary cities.


Sub-Saharan Africa: Cities and Climate Change in Africa (CICLIA) Programme 


In a partnership with the EU and Agence de Developpement Francais (AFD), SECO (Swiss agency) supports the CICLIA 
Programme (2017-2020), with a focus on the climate action in Sub-Saharan cities. The programme’s objective is to support 
local authorities in turning urban climate strategies into actual urban projects with climate co-benefits. It helps local 
governments design and implement low-carbon and climate-resilient urban strategies and facilitate investment4. 


With the support of the CICLIA fund (EUR 300 000) and in collaboration with the Energy & Climate Unit of the City of Cape 
Town, the AFD, EU and SECO are about to support two studies aimed to assess: (a) the opportunities and needs associated 
with low-income energy access and (b) to understand the financial and technical consequences of climate change on urban 
populations. Based on the studies, the city will identify and set up projects to be potentially financed by AFD loans (e.g. 
through budgetary support, via the INCA lending scheme). 


DBSA Infrastructure Finance in South Africa


The Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA)’s Infrastructure Finance mechanism is aimed to support the South African 
infrastructure development agenda, including financing and non-financing services support for the municipal sector, and 
financing of large scale infrastructure projects and programmes. Its current focus is on large scale infrastructure projects 


3  http://www.dbsa.org/EN/prodserv/IIPSA/Pages/default.aspx for more information


4  State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), Economic Development Cooperation, Infrastructure Financing, Planned 
Projects, Update: January 2017



http://www.dbsa.org/EN/prodserv/IIPSA/Pages/default.aspx
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Municipal Budgeting Cycle


Municipal planning and budgeting is governed by the Municipal Systems Act of 2000. All municipal projects 
must be part of the municipal Integrated Development Plan (IDP) that is drafted every 5 years and annually 
updated when new projects can be included. During the annual Municipal Financial Management Cycle budgets 
are allocated to priority projects. 


within private and public sectors. Its primary sectors are water, energy, transport and ICT. Municipalities in charge of basic 
service delivery and infrastructure development are a key market for the Bank. Another focus area of the Bank is support for 
energy generation capacity, including renewable energy, as well as coal and gas-fired power stations.


Green Fund5 


The Government of South Africa, through the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) has set aside R800 million to 
establish the Green Fund. The DEA has appointed the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) as the implementing 
agent of the Green Fund. 


The Green Fund’s objective is to lay the ground for the SA economy to transition to a low carbon, resource efficient 
and climate change resilient economy. It aims to provide catalytic finance to facilitate investment in green 
initiatives. The Fund only supports initiatives that would not be implemented without its support. It is additional 
and complementary to existing fiscal allocations. Financial support is provided, based on an application process; it 
can take the form of grants, loans or equity. 


5  http://www.sagreenfund.org.za/wordpress/types-of-funding/


Figure 4: Municipal Financial Management Cycle


Source: GreenCape (2013-14), Understanding Municipal Procurement Processes
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The financial management cycle applies to all projects including those funded through national or international 
grants and loans. The lengthy planning process can make it difficult for municipalities to respond to funding 
opportunities that have short budget cycles for the disbursement of funds. In order to take advantage of such 
funding opportunities municipalities should include energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in their 
IDPs even if no municipal budget can be allocated at the time. When funding opportunities emerge, the Council 
can approve an adjustment budget for projects. It is noted that details of processes and rules vary in different 
municipalities. 


Once the project budget is approved, the timing until project implementation is determined by the supply chain 
management process whose duration can sometimes be underestimated even by municipal officials. 


Supply Chain Management (SCM) Process 


All projects implemented by a municipality must adhere to the legislation and regulations governing the municipal 
SCM process. These are


 y Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) of 2003;


 y Municipal Supply Chain Management Regulations of 2005;


 y Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act 2000; and


 y Preferential Procurement Regulations 2011. 


The legal framework is restrictive and the procurement process for larger projects is lengthy. The MFMA and SCM 
Regulations determine that projects are procured through competitive tenders. The legislation on preferential 
procurement influences the adjudication of tenders but has principally no influence on the duration of the process. 


The details of the SCM processes differ between municipalities who may have their own SCM policies. Supply 
chain processes differ according to the value of goods or services procured3. The figure below indicates the 
processes that need to be followed for purchases with different values. 


3  For more detailed information: GreenCape (2013-14), Understanding Municipal Procurement Processes and http://greencape.
co.za/assets/municipalprocurementguideREPRO.pdf


Figure 5: Overview of Supply Chain Management Processes


Source: Ethics Institute of South Africa (2015), Understanding the Municipal Procurement Process, http://greencape.co.za/assets/municipalprocurementguideREPRO.pdf



http://greencape.co.za/assets/municipalprocurementguideREPRO.pdf

http://greencape.co.za/assets/municipalprocurementguideREPRO.pdf

http://greencape.co.za/assets/municipalprocurementguideREPRO.pdf
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The SCM Regulations (2005) require that for purchases with a value of more than R2 000 at least three quotations 
are gathered and evaluated. For purchases with a value higher than R10 000 the quotations must be in writing, and 
above a value of R30 000 a Request for Quotations (RfQ) must be advertised on the municipal website. In some 
municipalities these thresholds are lower. Purchases of up to R200 000 can be managed through the relatively 
simple RfQ process. This process can be completed in four to six weeks and is outlined in the figure below. 


The relevant department (indicated as Town Engineer) drafts an RfQ that is advertised by the SCM department. 
Suitable contractors registered on the municipal database can be notified of the RfQ. Bids are submitted into the 
tender box and opened publicly shortly after the submission deadline by municipal officials who read out the 
names of bidders, their preferential procurement status and prices. Officials of the issuing department and SCM 
evaluate the bids and recommend the preferred bidder in a written report to the municipal manager who finalises 
the award of the contract.


All goods and services with a value of more than R200 000 must be purchased through a full tender process 
outlined below. In large cities this process takes about four months to complete. Technically or contractually 
complex tenders can take longer especially if amendments to the specifications become necessary. Administrative 
errors or disputes of the award by unsuccessful bidders can also delay the process significantly. 


The main difference between the RfQ and the full tender process is that several committees of municipal officials 
are involved in the full tender process. It is noted that Councillors must never be involved in any SCM process. 
Before advertising the tender documents are scrutinised by the Bid Specification Committee. This committee 
checks the technical and legal soundness of the tender documents especially the evaluation criteria. For technically 
complex tenders a briefing session for bidders is often conducted during the advertising period. The submission 
and opening of bids procedure is the same procedure as for RfQ. 


Figure 6: Procurement of good and services of value less than R200 000


Source: Ethics Institute of South Africa (2015)
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Figure 7: Procurement of good and services of value more than R200 000


Source: Ethics Institute of South Africa (2015)


Bids are then evaluated by the SCM department for formal compliance and by the technical department for 
functionality. The functionality evaluation is often done by a small technical team that scores the bids according 
to their quality. Bids for complex tenders are often voluminous and the evaluators must go through large amounts 
of documents. A written evaluation report is submitted to the Bid Evaluation Committee that finalises the score 
including preferential procurement criteria and price. It sends its recommendations to the Bid Adjudication 
Committee for review. The Bid Adjudication Committee recommends the preferred bidder to the municipal 
manager who makes the award. In large municipalities the municipal manager can delegate this authority to the 
Bid Adjudication Committee. 


In large municipalities the various committees meet weekly and work through many very diverse tenders. They 
ensure transparency and compliance with procedure. However the technical department issuing the tender is 
responsible for the Terms of References and the specifications. Due diligence is critical at all stages of a tender 
process to prevent the result from being challenged by unsuccessful competitors which can result in long delays. 
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Municipal expertise and capacity 


Energy efficiency and renewable energy projects are new to most 
municipalities, and many do not have sufficient expertise and capacity 
to conceptualise and specify them, and to oversee their implementation. 
Often consultants are appointed for these tasks. However, if consultants 
are appointed capacity building should be an integral part of their terms 
of references to build in-house expertise (see Case Studies). 


Large municipalities have well capacitated technical departments, such 
as electricity, water and sanitation, architecture, and transport who 
have staff with relevant skills to familiarise themselves with the specific 
requirements to energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. The 
projects should be implemented by the relevant technical departments 
who will be responsible for operating and maintaining them. The operation 
and maintenance of projects such as roof-top solar PV or of building 
management systems are new tasks for these departments and capacity 
needs to be built. 


An outside source of capacity especially for energy efficiency projects 
are Energy Service Companies (ESCO). ESCOs offer Energy Performance 
Contracts that use the saved cost of electricity to fund the project. ESCO 
funding models and contracts are complex and limited experience exists 
with these contracts in municipalities. Difficulties include the application 
of the SCM process especially if the pay-back period exceeds three years. 
The South African Cities Network has set up a website explaining the 
concept and supporting municipalities in contracting with ESCOs4.


Numerous topical documents can be found on the website www.
cityenergy.org.za. The book: A South African Renewable Energy Guide for 
Local Government5 is another source of information. It includes a section 
on financing solutions. 


4  http://www.energycontractsupport.org/


5 Thompson-Smeddle (2nd editon) 2015 A South African Renewable Energy Guide 
for Local Government, Juta.


Source: Thompson-Smeddle, 2015
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Case Study 1: Leeupan Solar PV Project in 
Ekurhuleni Metro Municipality


The Leeupan solar PV project was developed as a demonstration project by the Ekurhuleni 
Metropolitan Municipality in 2012. It is located at the OR Tambo Cultural Precinct, a centre for environmental 
learning and demonstration close to Wattville. 


The construction of the PV system was financed through the municipality’s capital expenditure budget. The 
capacity of the plant is 200kWp. The solar PV array is connected to the Eskom low voltage (LV) distribution grid. 
The electricity generated by the system powers the OR Tambo Cultural Precinct. The power output is lower than 
the overall power requirements of the precinct. There is no Power Purchase Agreement with Eskom, and it has 
been agreed between the two parties that any excess power is a contribution to the grid free of charge.


Procurement


The project concept was developed and approved by the council in mid-2011. It departed from the standard 
tender process through Section 36 of the Municipal Supply Chain Management Policy (emergency procedure) 
to speed up the procurement process and ensure that the project would be built as a demonstration project in 
time for COP 17. Three service providers were approached with a request for quotation. The specifications for the 
technology and mounting structure were developed internally, with the support of DANIDA (Danish agency).


Operations and Maintenance


Operations and Maintenance (O&M) are the responsibility of the Energy Division of the municipality. Although 
routine maintenance is undemanding, unanticipated operational challenges, notably the theft of panels, have 
reduced the power production. Where a panel is removed, the affected PV module string is left inactive. The 
municipality had to resort to a tender process to fix the system, which greatly delayed the replacement and  
repair work. 


Figure 8: Ground-mounted Solar PV installation in Leeupan 


Source: http://www.zrwmechanika.co.za/solarpv_projects.php



http://www.zrwmechanika.co.za/solarpv_projects.php
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Lessons Learnt


As this was a ground breaking project, the procurement and contracting process was onerous according to the 
involved officials. The lack of local suppliers at the time added to the difficulties. Officials are of the view that 
an operations and maintenance contract should have been entered into after the commissioning of the project 
because no line department was responsible for this and no standard procurement for spare parts was in place. 
Due to delayed procurement of stolen parts the plant produced far below anticipated output levels. 


The location of the installation proved to be vulnerable to theft. In future the City would consider the location 
more carefully to minimize this risk. 


However, the project contributed to the building of capacity in the Energy Division around solar PV technology, 
its procurement, installation, management and monitoring.


Case study 2: Solar PV Project in eThekwini 
Municipality*


The purpose of the project was to install solar PV panels on the roofs of five municipal buildings listed in the table 
below. The project was completed in 2016. 


Table 2: Municipal Buildings with PV installations


Building Location PV System Size


Metro Police Headquarters 29°50’57.05”S, 31° 1’30.66”E 115 kWp


uShaka Marine World office block 29°52’6.07”S, 31° 2’40.43”E 135 kWp


Moses Mabhida Stadium – base of northern arch 29°49’38.58”S, 31° 1’51.74”E 2 kWp


Moses Mabhida Stadium – People’s Park restaurant 29°49’55.29”S, 31° 1’43.42”E 110 kWp


eThekwini Water and Sanitation – 
Customer Services building


29°51’7.74”S, 31° 1’27.72”E 45 kWp


Source: Delta (2015) EOS Project, Electrical concept.


Responsibilities


The overall responsibility for the project was in the Energy Office. It managed the project in close collaboration 
with other departments with the following responsibilities:


 � Energy Office – responsible for overall project management and funding; 


 � Electrical Building Services in the Architecture Unit – responsible for maintenance of the installations; 


 � Electricity Department – responsible for grid integration; and 


 � Managers of the Buildings where the roof-top PV will be installed – responsible for operation of the 
installations.


Procurement and Implementation Process 


The project was funded by the eThekwini Municipality. This project was the first of its kind in the municipality 
and specialised expertise was not available in-house. The project was developed in two stages, each of them 
requiring a full tender process. Both contracts with service providers had strong capacity building components 
for municipal officials. 


*  For more information on the project see: http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Services/energyoffice/projects/Pages/RenewableEnr-
ergy.aspx#EOS 



http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Services/energyoffice/projects/Pages/RenewableEnergy.aspx

http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Services/energyoffice/projects/Pages/RenewableEnergy.aspx
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Stage one was the design and technical specification of the projects. It was funded through the CSP programme 
(R750 000). Stage two was the implementation of the project. For this stage R8.5m were set aside in the municipal 
capital budget. In stage one consulting engineers (electrical and structural) were appointed to design and specify 
the solar PV installations 6, draft terms of references for the stage two contract, assist with assessment of tender 
proposals in stage two, supervise the installation, and train two engineers in the municipality. 


In stage two a contractor was appointed to deliver and install the systems. The contract also entailed 
maintaining the installations for a period of 2-years, training municipal officials in operating the systems and 
taking over the maintenance. 


The following tasks of the project were performed by the municipal management team: 


• Technology assessment and choice; 


• Site assessment and selection;


• Consultation with all stakeholders in the municipality;


• Terms of reference, tender and appointment of consulting engineers;


• Application and approval by Amata (KZN Heritage) for one building older than 60 years; development 
application and approval for Minor Building Works by eThekwini Municipality; 


• Tender and appointment of contractor; and 


• Learning and outreach to the public.


6  The specifications were outcome based and the FIDIC Yellow Book was used for contracting. 


Figure 9: Roof-top PV on UShaka Marine Offices   
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The photographs show the PV installation on the roof of the uShaka Marine office block and the inverters and 
other equipment installed in the basement of the building. 


Lessons Learnt


The project took more than two years to complete mainly because of the two tender processes and a delay due to 
a minor change of specifications. However it achieved its objectives including learning and capacity building for 
municipal officials in the Energy Office, the Electricity Department, the Architecture Department and the facilities 
managers of the various buildings.


 Figure 10: Inverters etc in UShaka Marine 
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Support organisations
USAID South Africa Low Emissions Development Program (SA-LED)
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1860/SA-LED-_2016-BUS-V6-Aug.pdf 


ADF – Agence Française de Développement
http://www.afd.fr/lang/en/home/pays/afrique/geo-afr/afrique-du-sud/contact-afrique-du-sud


GIZ-SAGEN – South African – German Energy Programme


https://www.giz.de/en/worldwide/17790.html


DBSA
www.dbsa.c.za



https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1860/SA-LED-_2016-BUS-V6-Aug.pdf

http://www.afd.fr/lang/en/home/pays/afrique/geo-afr/afrique-du-sud/contact

https://www.giz.de/en/worldwide/17790.html

www.dbsa.c.za






Overview
This chapter applies only to municipalities that are electricity distributers and manage the distribution grid in their 
area of jurisdiction. 


Currently, municipalities buy electricity nearly exclusively from Eskom but many municipalities wish to purchase 
electricity generated from renewable sources by local or nationally operating Independant Power Producer (IPPs) in 
order to 


 y Diversify suppliers and avoid possible supply constraints as experienced in the past; 


 y Stabilise costs into the future given the uncertainty of Eskom price increases and declining renewable energy costs;


 y Reduce greenhouse gas and other emissions related to electricity generated predominantly from coal; 


 y Support the establishment of or strengthen a local renewable energy industry as part of local economic 
development; and


 y Respond positively to technical change. 


Electricity generated from wind and solar PV has become cost competitive with electricity generated from 
fossil fuels due to falling costs of wind and solar PV compared to the rising costs of Eskom produced power11. 
Municipalities are required to deliver services in a manner that is financially prudent, does not harm the 
environment and has a developmental impact (Municipal Systems Act 2003 Section 73). Renewable energy is 
well aligned to these mandates. The price of electricity produced under the REIPPP programme (bid window 4) 
is competitive with Eskom pricing if partly off-setting peak electricity costs and future Eskom price increases are 
taken into account. The purchase of renewable energy can be considered financially prudent within the scope of 
the MFMA requirements.


As discussed above some municipalities have set renewable energy targets in their Energy or Climate Change 
strategies that they need to meet. A study12 undertaken by SEA modelled energy/GHG mitigation scenarios in 
South Africa’s largest 27 cities and towns. It indicates that by introducing large-scale renewable energy (wind 
and solar) and small-scale embedded generation, the cities could achieve an electricity mix that supplies 32% of 
electricity through renewable means by 2050, rather than the 9% envisaged in the national IRP 2010.


Municipalities can engage in renewable energy through:


a Own generation of renewable energy. This would include projects such as mini hydro within water distribution 
systems and waste to energy projects that are developed and owned by the municipality. 


b Off-taking of renewable energy. Some municipalities already allow for small-scale renewable energy feed-into 
the grid from small producers. ‘Off-taking’ refers to municipalities entering into long-term Power Purchase 
Agreements (PPA) with larger renewable energy developers and selling the power on to their customers. 


c Wheeling of power from renewable sources generators and buyer. 


The section on Municipal Initiatives of this manual provides details on municipal engagement in renewable 
power production. This chapter will look at municipal engagement in PPAs and in wheeling of renewable power. 
Although some municipalities have already entered into PPAs no legal framework for this exists yet. An overview 
of the current policy environment is provided in the text box. 


11  The costs of electricity generated by different technologies can be compared through the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE). 
The LCOE measures the lifetime cost of generation divided by electricity production. 


12  SEA (2015), City-wide Mitigation Potential for South Africa


Green Power Purchase  
Agreements (PPA)
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The National Electricity Plan
The Energy Act of 2008, building on the Energy White Paper of 1998, provides for an Integrated Energy Plan (IEP) 
to guide the country’s energy decisions. The Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) is the national electricity plan – a 
sub-sector plan of the IEP.


The Energy White Paper of 1998 states government’s intention to introduce competition in the electricity sector: 


“To ensure the success of the electricity supply industry as a whole, various developments will have to be 
considered by government over time, namely:


 � giving customers the right to choose their electricity supplier;


 � introducing competition into the industry, especially the generation sector;


 � permitting open, non-discriminatory access to the transmission system; and


 � encouraging private sector participation in the industry.”


The IRP approach and methodology for electricity planning was introduced to determine the mix of sources for new 
generation capacity, incl. renewable sources, and private sector participation in electricity generation.


A 2003 Cabinet decision allocated 70% of new power generation capacity to Eskom and 30% to Independent Power 
Producers (IPPs). In 2006 the framework for private sector participation in power generation was created with the 
enactment of the Electricity Regulation Act (ERA), which made provision for market competition. 


Although the ERA made provision for market competition in the power generation sector, a 2007 Cabinet decision 
designated Eskom as the Single buyer of electricity. This signalled a shift in policy based on the motivation that 
security of supply is a national priority and takes precedence over a competitive market. The Energy Security Master 
Plan – Electricity 2007-2025 confirmed the Eskom: IPP split of 70:30, but indicated that there was a ‘very weak 
case for full competition on a merchant basis, i.e. it is anticipated that any private participation in the electricity 
industry will be via the Independent Power Producer (IPP) mechanism with a power purchase agreement with 
Eskom (single buyer model)’ (Reg 3 (1), (2)). 


The White Paper on Renewable Energy of 2003 set a national target of 10 000 GWh to be generated from 
renewable sources by 2013. The IRP details the technology mix for this quantum of renewable energy (in terms of 
the IRP 2010 this was translated into an installed capacity of 3,275 MW). The Renewable Energy Independent Power 
Producers Programme (REIPPPP), a joint programme of the Department of Energy and National Treasury, has been 
designed to achieve the renewable energy target through a competitive bidding process. 


The IRP should be updated every few years to accurately reflect changes in demand for electricity, in the costs of 
supply from various sources and policy changes. Updated IRP documents have been drafted in 2013 and 2016. The 
IRP 2013 has never been approved. The IRP 2016 is expected to be approved in 2017. The 2016 draft proposes a 
higher share of renewable energy than the IRP 2010. 


Green Power Purchase Agreements (PPA)
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Power generation


The IRP guides all decisions regarding the supply mix: new electricity generation capacity must be planned and 
provided at least cost, while meeting existing ministerial determinations and contractual commitments for any 
existing new-build, as well as government’s policy objectives. 


The Electricity Regulation Act 4 of 2006 (ERA) determines that a license is required to generate, trade, import or 
export electricity. 


The following permits are required for power generation (in terms of Schedule 2 of ERA, and the proposed 
amendments to Schedule 2: Draft licensing Exemption and Registration Notice (1)) 


 � Small-scale generation (up to 1MW), off grid, or generation for ‘own use’ should be registered with NERSA (via 
the distributor), but does not require a license to generate;


 � Medium scale projects (1 – 10 MW) require a generation license from NERSA; and 


 � Large-scale generation projects (more than 10MW) require Ministerial Determination (in terms of ERA of 2006 
section 34). 


Power purchase


The 2007 Cabinet decision determined Eskom as the single buyer within the national IPP process. However, 
subsequent sets of regulations and on-ground developments have somewhat clouded who is authorised to purchase 
from private generators. In the IPP procurement framework the ‘procurer’ is not defined and the Draft Second 
Electricity Regulation Amendment Bill makes provision for ministerial exemption from the single buyer obligation. 


NERSA’s Regulatory Rules on Network Charges for Third Party Transportation of Energy (wheeling framework), states 
that “any load customer shall be free to go into bilateral arrangements with any third-party generator, i.e. non-
Municipal and non-Eskom generator” (NERSA, 2012, clause 6.7). 


This rule, and the Regulator’s licensing of independent power traders to operate in the market, further indicates 
that bilateral PPAs are allowed. There is nothing stating that municipalities may not engage in such PPAs. However 
it seems that ministerial exemption/approval would be required for a generator to sell outside of the single buyer 
model and for the Municipality to enter into a PPA.


Wheeling of power across national and municipal networks


The Electricity Regulation Act of 2006 (Act No. 40 of 2006) requires that the transmission, distribution and trading 
functions of electricity be separately licensed and that the transmission or distribution functions shall provide 
non-discriminatory access to all users of the networks. 


NERSA’s Regulatory Rules on Network Charges for Third Party Transportation of Energy (2012) provide guidance on 
prices and tariffs relating to the wheeling of power. These include guidelines on: General Use-of System Charges, 
Network Charges, Reliability Service Charge, Service and Administration Charge, Losses Charge and Connection 
Charges. It also provides direction around ensuring that the subsidy contributions contained within the system 
charges are included in the wheeling prices. 
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Implementation


Power Purchase Agreements 


A PPA is a contract between a buyer of power (usually Eskom, a municipality or a licensed power trader) and a 
commercial electricity generator. The contract partners agree on the delivery of power for a set period of time at 
a set price. The term PPA does not apply to Small Scale Embedded Generators (SSEG), which are residential and 
commercial customers who have installed renewable energy systems of up to 1MW – usually solar PV systems – for 
own consumption and feed excess power into the municipal grid. Small Scale Embedded Generation is explained 
in the chapter on Solar PV in this manual. 


PPAs usually have a contract period of ten to twenty years to give the generators the necessary certainty for 
the investment. A PPA allows the generator to raise finance to build the power generation infrastructure. In a 
PPA the power purchaser is an electricity distributor (municipalities or Eskom) who sells the electricity on to its 
customers. It can also be a private power trader or a business large enough to provide the generator and his 
financier with confidence to honour a long-term contract. In this instance the distributor (Municipality or Eskom) 
acts as a wheeler of this power (see below). 


For municipalities it is most desirable to enter into PPAs with local power producers that feed directly into the 
municipal grid because this does not require wheeling and benefits the local economy. Some PPAs are already in 
place between municipality and local power producers. The eThekwini Municipality has entered into PPAs with 
sugar and chemical industries that generate electricity from industrial waste (see case study). 


Some municipalities are being approached by IPPs who wish to build large-scale power generation capacity for 
them in other parts of the country. These are often projects at advanced state of planning that were submitted 
to the REIPPP programme but were not successful. Such projects will be connected to the Eskom transmission 
network and require a Wheeling Agreement for the electricity to reach the municipal grid. 


Barriers and opportunities 


As noted, renewable energy purchases offer important opportunities for cities and towns, including local 
economic development, fiscal savings, greater security of supply through diversification and environmental 
benefits. However there are barriers and risks that need to be addressed:


 y Lack of clear policy around the degree of free market in the sector: The electricity sector is highly regulated 
and still dominated by Eskom. The current legal framework makes it difficult for municipalities to enter into 
PPAs with IPPs because of the licensing process that requires Ministerial determination for off-take by anyone 
other than Eskom. The national government must pursue equity across the country and ensure national power 
supply, while enabling municipalities to meet local targets and commitments. Close engagement in planning 
and optimising national and local objectives is required for a workable model to emerge.


 y Political will and credit worthiness of municipal off-takers: Renewable energy developments will only achieve 
‘bankability’ if the off-take agreement is considered financially and politically secure by financial institutions. 
This means that the financial institutions must have confidence that the municipality can honour the PPA for 
the whole agreement period. Municipalities would need a high credit rating and political stability to provide 
confidence. The procurement process must be fair and transparent. The financial sector has indicated that the 
bidding process would need to be adjudicated by the national IPP office.


 y Contracting challenges: Municipal supply chain management rules are complex for contracts longer than 3 
years. Municipalities must procure goods at the lowest price and principally through a competitive bidding 
process. For procuring electricity municipalities must comply with the: 
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 � Municipal Systems Act of 2000 (MSA) has equity and value for money requirements as well as process 
requirements for external services (Section 78) and planning requirements (IDP). Section 73 requires that 
services provided must be financially viable and environmentally sustainable. Section 78 (1) (a) requires 
municipalities take into account direct and indirect costs and benefits associated with projects (including 
health and environment, employment creation) and any developing trends in the sustainable provision of 
municipal services, when deciding on a service delivery mechanism.


 � Municipal Finance Management Act of 2003 (MFMA) states that municipal officials are liable for ‘fruitless and 
wasteful’ expenditure (Section 171 (3)). This requires that the municipality has a fair degree of certainty that 
a PPA will not lock them in if cheaper alternatives become available. If the PPA is going to impose financial 
obligations on a municipality for a period longer than 3 years, a process set out in Section 33 of the MFMA 
must be followed, which requires national and provincial government input and public participation;


 � Municipalities must principally procure goods and services on the basis of competitive bidding. IPPs 
approaching municipalities with projects raise the spectre of ‘unsolicited bids’. Section 113 of the MFMA 
makes provision for unsolicited bids but municipalities would need to carefully consider this option versus 
competetive bidding. 


In conclusion, no generally applicable solution is in place for how municipalities can contract with IPPs. However, 
with rapidly falling costs of renewable energy and the global shift in technology towards distributed generation 
the financial and environmental case is getting stronger. A few municipalities have entered into PPAs from which 
experiences can be drawn. Examples are presented in the case studies. 


Wheeling agreements


The term wheeling describes the transportation of power through the grid from the seller to the buyer. It deals 
with the use of electricity networks and related costs. Wheeling charges (or network use charges) reflect the costs 
of using the network, including connection costs, maintenance, operations, refurbishment, customer services, 
administration, as well as surcharges, such as electrification and rural subsidy charges. 


The National Energy Regulator’s (NERSA) Regulatory Rules on Network Charges for Third-Party Transportation of 
Energy were approved in 2012 and established the broad principle:


“Wheeling of energy shall be allowed, subject to the generator receiving its approvals from NERSA to 
sell to a third party and the signing of the network service provider’s Connection and Use-of-System 
Agreement.”11


Ongoing discussions around the rules relating to this principle are outlined under Policy Framework.


A few municipalities have entered into wheeling agreements. The Nelson Mandela Bay Municipal Metro (NMBMM) 
has a Framework Wheeling Agreement in place. This is a generic agreement stating conditions under which 
the municipality will wheel power and the maximum privately generated power that will be accepted by the 
municipality. According to this agreement, only electricity traders registered with NERSA may wheel power. 


Barriers and opportunities


According to NMBMM opportunities in municipal wheeling of renewable power include:


 y Local economic development through facilitating energy sector growth. NMBMM have set a target of 10% of 
their power to come from wheeled renewable energy of which 80% must represent local developers.


 y Direct financial benefits from having a portion of power from local, renewable source electricity: demand 
charge reductions on power purchased from Eskom, no environmental levy and no carbon tax (in the future).


 y Improved grid stability.


11  NERSA’s Regulatory Rules on Network Charges for Third-Party Transportation of Energy (2012).
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Municipalities have expressed concerns in relation to Wheeling Agreements. These include:


 y The regulations open up the electricity market, but long-term implications for the municipal distribution 
business have not been fully explored.


 y The current rules expose municipalities to financial risk as they require the municipality to compensate a 
generator for losses should the network’s performance drop below the 98% and 95% availability limits for 
Transmission and Distribution Systems respectively i.e. they must compensate the generator for energy that 
could not be exported into the network.


 y Wheeling Agreements require that municipalities have a full understanding of the real costs of supply and can 
adjust tariffs and prices accordingly. 


 y Wheeling Agreements can be an administrative burden on municipalities, requiring complex accounting 
arrangements and monitoring.


Establishing Cost of Supply 


Before engaging in wheeling agreements, municipalities should undertake a thorough Cost of Supply study to 
ensure that the tariffs and prices reflect the costs. Unbundling of tariffs on the basis of cost of supply studies 
facilitates more accurate tariff setting, which will help municipalities not only with wheeling of power, but also 
with other processes related to efficiency and renewable energy development. 


Cost of Supply Study
A Cost of Supply (COS) study is an important tool for power distributors to design electricity tariffs. The objective of 
a COS study is to understand the real costs of supplying electricity to customers and to apportion them amongst the 
different groups of customers in a fair and equitable manner. 


According to Section 4(ii) of the Electricity Regulation Act 4 of 2003 (ERA), the Energy Regulator (NERSA) must 
regulate electricity prices and tariffs. Policy position 23 of the Electricity Pricing (GG No. 31741 of 19 December 1998) 
(EPP) states that:


“Electricity distributors shall undertake Cost of Supply (COS) studies at least every five years, but 
at least when significant licensee structure changes occur, such as in customer base, relationships 
between cost components and sales volumes. This must be done according to the approved National 
Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA or ‘the Energy Regulator’) standard to reflect changing costs 
and customer behaviour.”


NERSA developed the COS Framework in order to promote sustainability of the electricity supply industry while 
protecting customers against unduly high tariffs. The framework aims to support all licensed electricity distributors 
to develop COS studies. It can be found here: http://www.nersa.org.za/Admin/Document/Editor/file/Electricity/
Legislation/Methodologies%20and%20Guidelines/Cost%20of%20Supply%20Framework.pdf


Another tool that can support this process is ‘The Cost of Supply Study NMB Model Guide’ and related excel 
spreadsheet tool 11. This study for the NMBMM provides a tool that can be used by other municipalities to undertake 
COS studies. The Guide and Excel Spreadsheet tool can be downloaded from the www.cityenergy.org.za website: 
http://www.cityenergy.org.za/uploads/resource_272.pdf. 


11 Genesis Analytics (2013) The Cost of Supply Study NMB Model Guide commissioned by GIZ SAGEN. 
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Case Study 1: Darling Wind Farm,  
Western Cape


The Darling Wind Farm is located 10 km north of the town of Darling in the Western Cape, in an area that gets 
strong and consistent winds. The R75-million project was completed in 2008 by a group of private investors 
including the Darling Independent Power Producer, the Central Energy Fund, the Development Bank of South 
Africa, and the Government of Denmark. It was South Africa’s first commercial wind farm consisting of four 1.3 MW 
turbines. The project was given substantial government support as an important renewable energy pilot project.


In 2006 the City of Cape Town signed a twenty year PPA with the Darling Wind Farm. Through the PPA the City 
provided financial security as the buyer of all electricity that was going to be produced. The Council approved 
of the PPA on the basis that the City would sell the electricity on to customers willing to pay a premium for this 
‘green’ electricity. In 2008 the premium was set at 25c/kWh above the then electricity tariffs. This arrangement 
was necessary because at that time the cost of wind generated electricity was significantly higher than the costs 
of electricity purchased from Eskom and the City was anxious about being charged with ‘fruitless and wasteful’ 
expenditure in terms of the MFMA. 


Initially, some of the wind power was sold on to buyers willing to pay the premium tariff, but the City never 
managed to sell all power to private buyers. The shortfall was underwritten by the Global Environmental Fund. 
Currently, the Darling power costs are slightly less than Eskom power. This is an important outcome showing that 
the cost of electricity from Eskom has caught up even with the relatively high costs of wind power ten years ago. 


Figure 1: Darling Windfarm 
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The electricity from the Darling wind farm is wheeled to the City through a Wheeling Agreement between the City 
and Eskom. This was the first wheeling agreement and its development involved substantial time and capacity. 


The wind farm produces a tiny fraction of Cape Town’s electricity (in 2012 just 7,770 MWh, i.e. 0.07% of demand). 
Its performance over the years has been fairly erratic, but it has provided an important testing ground for 
processes and technologies. Over the 20-year PPA period, the Darling Wind Farm is expected to save 142 500 
tonnes of coal and 370 million litres of water. A significant reduction in pollutants will also result by:


 � 258 100 tonnes of carbon dioxide,


 � 2200 tonnes of sulphur dioxide,


 � 1100 tonnes of nitric oxide,


 � 58 tonnes of particulates, and


 � 42 200 tonnes of ash.11


Case study 2: 3-year PPA in eThekwini 
Municipality 


In 2012 the eThekwini Electricity Department drafted a standard three year PPA for buying electricity from local 
power producers. The PPA was developed in response to load-shedding and allows the municipality to use 
additional suppliers to sustain electricity services to customers. A condition for entering into a PPA is that the 
generated electricity has less greenhouse gas emissions than electricity provided by Eskom. 


The power suppliers are industries that generate electricity – e.g. through cogeneration – beyond their own needs 
and sell the excess to the municipality. The municipality can only enter into PPAs with companies who can invoice 
the municipality. The municipality cannot accept invoices from private residents. PPAs have been signed with a 
number of companies.


The contractual conditions reflect the restrictive policy environment of municipalities:


 � The price at which the municipality purchases electricity does not exceed the (Megaflex) tariff at which the 
municipality buys electricity from Eskom. 


 � The contract period is restricted to three years after which the PPA can be renewed. 


 � The generator is responsible for getting a generation license from NERSA and must comply with all applicable 
laws, by-laws, regulations and requirements.


 � The generator must install a bi-directional meter at his cost. The municipality provides half-hourly meter 
readings that are the basis of accounting for the electricity purchased.  


 � The generator provides the municipality with monthly tax invoices for the electricity fed into the grid. 


The PPA can be found at: http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Services/energyoffice/Pages/Embedded-Generation.aspx 


The eThekwini Electricity Department is considering managing energy purchased from local generators through 
a tariff/off-set process in the future. However a PPA will remain necessary if the value of exported power is higher 
than the value of power purchased from the grid because municipalities are only allowed to make payments on 
the basis of a contract.


11 Sources: Cape Town State of Energy (2015) & SEA (2009) How to Implement of energy efficiency and renewable energy options.
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Case study 3: Wheeling agreements explored


Currently only one private company, POWERX (previously Amatola Green Power) holds a NERSA-issued licence to 
trade electricity countrywide. The company buys Wind, Hydro, Solar, Biogas, Biomass, or any other green power 
from IPPs and sells it to consumers. The company offers the IPPs long term PPAs of up to 20 years. 


POWERX negotiates and pays wheeling fees to the owners of the transmission and distribution grids, namely 
Eskom and municipalities. The wheeling fees compensate them for the cost of the grid/network use and for the 
administrative expenses of monitoring and undertaking the billing process of the wheeling transaction. Well-
structured wheeling fees should ensure that Eskom and the municipalities do not incur losses when a customer 
selects to purchase green power through its network.


POWERX (still operating as Amatola Green Power) signed a 20 year, non-exclusive wheeling agreement with 
NMBMM. To date some 5,000 MWh are being wheeled from the Electrawind’s Coega wind turbine project alone 
every year. 


POWERX believe that their wheeling agreements can stimulate municipalities as ‘green nodes’, while ensuring 
that the process is revenue neutral for municipalities. POWERX provides a Balance Sheet to IPPs to make their 
projects bankable.11 


Another wheeling agreement project is the Bronkhorstpruit Biogas Project. This is the first large scale animal 
and other organic waste-to-energy project in South Africa, based at the Beefcor feedlot in Bronkhorstspruit. 
The feedstock of the biogas plant is cattle manure supplemented by chicken abattoir waste, vegetable and fruit 


11  GIZ-SALGA Municipal Renewable Energy Case Study Series (2015) Municipal Wheeling Agreement for Green Power Develop-
ment: NMBMM Renewable Energy Wheeling Agreement for Green Power Trading.


Figure 2: Bio2Watt Biodigester


Source: bio2watts http://www.boschprojects.co.za/bio2watts-bio-energy-comes-to-life-bronkhorstspruit-biogas-plant/
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market waste, and diary waste. As a by-product the plan produces 20 000t of fertiliser per year.


The project developer, Bio2Watt, obtained a generating licence from NERSA that allows for the export of 4.2 MW 
of power (with the possibility of increase to 5 MW). Initially the project considered the municipality as off-taker, 
but this did not materialise given the absence of clear policy and procurement concerns. Instead BMW South 
Africa signed a PPA as off-taker with the project developer. BMW is based in Rosslyn, Pretoria. Therefore, the 
power needs to be wheeled through the Eskom and City of Tshwane networks. Wheeling agreements have been 
signed with both network providers. The plant started producing and wheeling power in October 2015.


The developer notes that obtaining the various licences required for biogas plants and negotiating the 
agreements with the off-taker and the network providers was a complex and lengthy process due to the lack 
of a regulatory framework at the national level – both in relation to the power purchase and the wheeling by 
municipalities11. 


11  SALGA (2015)Supporting Private Renewable Development in a Municipality: Waste Diversion and Wheeling of Power for Biogas 
to Electricity, City of Tshwane Project: Bronkhorstspruit Biogas.












Overview
There is growing global, national and local awareness of the role of urban and local management as being key to 
many areas of sustainable energy development and climate change mitigation. 


However, grasping how sustainable energy and climate change mitigation intersect with municipal mandates 
and regulatory powers requires an understanding of the broad objectives of local government and the nature of 
cooperative government. It also requires understanding how the areas of governance can influence and impact 
energy outcomes. These are discussed below.


This chapter will detail the ‘case’ for municipalities to engage in sustainable energy development and climate 
mitigation. It will then look at some of the key regulatory and planning instruments and processes towards 
executing these sustainable energy related municipal powers. The further chapters in this section will outline steps 
towards institutionalising this new area of work within a municipality, leading by example through implementing 
energy efficiency and renewable energy in municipal operations, and influencing the broader constituency 
towards these energy objectives.


The figure provides an overview of the principal actions municipalities can take around climate change mitigation. 
Strategic measures include the development of climate change strategies and action plans; the setting of targets 
for greenhouse gas emissions reduction, joining of energy-related city networks for lessons sharing; and the 
institutionalisation of climate change mitigation responsibilities in the municipality, through dedicated staff and/


Figure 1: Overview of the principal actions municipalities can take around climate change mitigation


Municipal mandates: planning, 
regulation, service delivery 
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or units and all the way through to the level of senior staff job descriptions and KPIs. Concrete Initiatives and 
Actions include both Municipal operations and influencing the broader community. 


Municipalities typically only use around 2% of the energy consumed in the municipal area. However the municipality 
has direct control over actions to reduce its own energy consumption or increase the use of renewable energy. 
Such projects also offer opportunities to lead by example and to showcase new technologies, while also assisting 
staff to learn new skills relating to the adoption of new technologies. 


Ultimately, if a municipality is going to have an impact on the energy consumption and climate mitigation in 
the area under its jurisdiction it must influence change amongst its broader constituency – the residents and 
businesses of the city or town. There are principally two ways of influencing the behaviour of citizens and 
businesses: through regulations and policies, and by providing support and information. 


Constitutional objectives and mandates of local government


The objects and developmental duties of local government are set out in Section 152 and 153 of 
the Constitution of RSA. In terms of this, local government must pursue sustainability, environmental 
protection, access to services for all and social and economic development. Local government is also 
called upon to be the ‘delivery arm’ of national programmes where required:


152. (1) The objects of local government are—


(a) to provide democratic and accountable government for local communities;


(b) to ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable manner;


(c) to promote social and economic development;


(d) to promote a safe and healthy environment; and


(e) to encourage the involvement of communities and community organisations in the matters of local government.


153. A municipality must—


(a) structure and manage its administration and budgeting and planning processes to give priority to the basic 
needs of the community, and to promote the social and economic development of the community; and


(b) participate in national and provincial development programmes.


Powers and functions of local government, listed in Section 156 (1) and Schedules 4B and 5B of the Constitution, 
assign authority over and administration of (amongst others):


1. Air pollution


2. Amenities and facilities


3. Building regulations


4. Electricity and gas reticulation


5. Municipal planning


6. Municipal public works


7. Municipal roads


8. Streets and traffic lighting


9. Traffic and parking, vehicle licensing
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10. Refuse removal and solid waste disposal


11. Water (potable), wastewater treatment 


Local government has legislative and executive authority over these areas. Few of the functions of local 
government can be described as exclusive as these are nearly always contained within a national legislative 
framework, however, municipalities may exercise a high degree of autonomy when making by-laws or executing 
these functions (Section 156 (3)), though these by-laws or actions must not conflict with national or provincial 
legislation. 


In the dynamic context of cooperative governance, the Constitution also provides for the assignment of powers 
and functions relating to areas within Schedules 4A and 5A to local government, wherever the decentralization of 
the administration of a function to a municipality would more effectively enable service delivery (Section 156 (4)). 
An example of this is the delegation of housing delivery to metros. 


Section 156 (5) also gives a municipality the right to ‘exercise any power concerning a matter reasonably necessary 
for or incidental to the effective performance of its functions’. This clause implies that cities can implement 
interventions not specifically listed in Schedules 4B and 5B, provided they support these functions. This provides 
still further support for cities to drive and/or facilitate renewable and energy efficiency implementation projects 
within their jurisdiction.


Lastly, the developmental duties of local government require it to prioritise the needs of the poor and participate 
in national development programs. For example, the Energy White Paper of 1998 articulated the policy goal of 
access to affordable energy services for all (3.2.2.1). The major departmental programme in this regard has been 
the Integrated Electrification Programme (INEP). Tasked, in terms of Schedule 4B of the Constitution with Electricity 
and Gas reticulation, Local Government is a critical partner in delivery of the national policy goal. Relevant national 
strategies and/or programmes that identify a key role for local government in implementation include:


 y The White Paper on Energy Policy (DME, 1998)


 y The National Climate Change Response White Paper (DEA, 2011): this identifies local government as an 
important partner in meeting national mitigation and adaptation targets (Section 10.2.6)


 y The National Energy Efficiency Strategy (DRAFT-post 2015) (DoE, 2016): the role of municipalities is extensively 
mentioned throughout the strategy and municipalities are identified as a vital partner.


 y National White Paper on Transport Policy, (DoT, 1996)


 y Department of Transport Strategic Plan 2014/15 – 2019/20. This includes programmes such as Integrated Urban 
Space and Public Transport Programme.
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Table 1: Intersection between municipal objects, mandates and regulatory responsibilities and sustainable energy and 
climate mitigation interventions


Sustainable energy and climate 
mitigation intervention


Local government powers 
and functions


Endorsement of sustainable 
energy/climate change 
mitigation approach 
through national mandate


Access to affordable, modern 
energy for all, including:
Electrification
Affordable energy
Alternative energy services
Thermally efficient low 
income housing 


Electricity and gas reticulation 
(connections, tariff setting, 
subsidisation)
Air pollution
Human settlements (metros)
Building regulation


Constitutional objects 
and duties
White Paper on Energy
DoE INEP
National Building 
Regulations new energy 
efficiency standards


Energy efficiency, including:
Efficient building regulations
Retrofit of municipal 
buildings and operations
Public transport and low 
carbon transport development 
requiring interventions in spatial 
planning and densification
Solar water heating (or efficient)


Electricity and gas reticulation
Development control 
Building plan approval
Human settlement
Amenities and facilities
Street and traffic lighting
Municipal public transport
Municipal roads
Parking and traffic
Municipal Planning: spatial, 
transport and economic 
Water and Waste


Constitutional objects 
and duties
White Paper on Energy
National (Draft) EE Strategy
National Building 
Regulations new energy 
efficiency standards
National transport plans 
and programmes
National Climate Change 
Response Strategy


Renewable Energy, including:
Municipal waste and 
wastewater to energy
Municipal mini hydro
Private renewable energy 
development: small-scale 
embedded to large scale
Renewable energy source 
electric vehicle development


Electricity and gas reticulation
Water and Waste
Building regulation
Municipal public transport
Municipal roads
Vehicle licensing


Constitutional objects 
and duties
White Paper on Energy
National (Draft) EE Strategy
National Building 
Regulations new energy 
efficiency standards
National Climate Change 
Response Strategy


In terms of the Municipal Systems Act that further details the constitutional responsibilities of municipalities, 
municipalities are also required to take into account, when selecting service delivery options, ‘developing trends 
in the sustainable provision of municipal services generally’ (MSA (2003), Section 78 refers). 


As metros in South Africa become increasingly capacitated within the energy space and as the technology change 
increasingly pushes towards more distributed energy services, the range of activities undertaken by municipalities 
may change.


It should also be noted that in addition to local obligations some of the metros in South Africa are also engaging 
in global networks and making global commitments in relation to climate change mitigation. 
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Barriers and opportunities


Barriers 


 y Fear of taking on unfunded mandates: this can be addressed through 
lobbying for political support and utilising funding opportunities such 
as the EEDSM, and other national and international grant funding for 
energy efficient infrastructure. 


 y Energy issues are cross sectoral and difficult to institutionalise: some 
good practice is emerging and presented in more detail in the chapter 
on Institutionalising Sustainable Energy and Climate Change Mitigation 
Commitments.


 y Worry of additional work load such as reporting requirements to 
national and international funders: this issue can be addressed on a 
case by case basis but also in collaboration with other municipalities 
using the same funding sources.


Opportunities


 y Initiate innovative developmental approaches: this is envisaged in the 
constitution


 y Attract additional funding to the municipality 


 y Saving of energy costs


 y Local economic development including job creation


Implementation 
Municipalities have a range of ‘tools’, powers and functions, through which 
to address the areas of energy efficiency and renewable energy. Each of 
these will be detailed below and illustrated in some case studies. 


In their own operations and service delivery processes, municipalities 
have a sizeable role to play in building and operations management 
and procurement. This municipal engagement in renewable and energy 
efficiency is detailed in the section on Municipal Initiatives.


Municipalities have the right to create by-laws in their jurisdictions in line 
with the objectives and development duties of local government and in 
line with national legal frameworks and policy directions.


Development Planning


Municipalities are empowered to shape the development direction of 
the area within their jurisdiction. This includes spatial/land use planning, 
economic development, transport planning, and infrastructure and service 
planning. All these sector planning processes feed into the Integrated 
Development Plan of the municipality and ultimately move through the 
budget cycles of the municipality. Some metros and large towns are 


Powers and functions of 
municipalities relevant 
to energy efficiency and 
renewable energy 


 � Planner


 � Regulator


 � Distributor of services


 � Facilitator/communicator/
citizen engagement


 � Procurer of goods and 
services


 � Building owner/user


 � Facilities and operations 
manager
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undertaking long-term modelling exercises, or scenario planning, in order 
to establish how different decisions taken today will influence longer term 
outcomes. New information and understanding is being fed into decision 
making.


It is increasingly apparent that the spatial form of a city or town greatly 
influences the transport systems and volumes and associated energy 
requirements. Global studies indicate that a particular level of compaction 
or densification is necessary to make public transport systems financially 
viable. Research also indicates that compaction must be accompanied 
by mixed land use to ensure a settlement structure that does no longer 
generates one-directional peak-hour travel between residential and 
business areas but limits the need to travel and shifts to multi-directional 
trips throughout the day (see chapter on Sustainable Transport).


Indications from a City of Cape Town growth scenarios study indicate that 
for a 20 year planning horizon some 50% of plans are already ‘locked in’, 
i.e. determined by past decisions and investments that can no longer be 
changed. This shows that structural change is slow. However, without 
determined decisions now a more resource efficient and lower carbon city 
will remain a challenge1. Municipalities need to:


 y Include energy and climate change mitigation into the scope of all 
municipal planning;


 y Prescribe development conditions that contribute to resource 
efficiency, such as permission of mixed use, development that reduce 
the need to travel and, encourage modal shift such as improved public 
transport and NMT facilities and limiting parking; and


 y Create incentives that encourage development in areas identified for 
densification, e.g. waving of height restrictions alongside public transit 
corridors.


Regulator


Municipalities have various regulatory responsibilities that impact on 
energy efficiency and renewable energy. The two major areas are that of 
land use management /development control and regulating the electricity 
grid.


Electricity: Municipalities that are electricity distributors must ensure the 
safety and proper functioning of their electricity grid. They must therefore 
ensure that grid connected local electricity generation such as roof-top 
PV is safe and adheres to electricity buy-laws, standards and grid-codes. In 
municipalities that are not electricity distributors this is the responsibility 
of Eskom. 


1  E-mobility will contribute to a healthier environment but does not address 
congestion and therefore cannot replace the modal shift from individual vehicles 
to NMT and public transport. It is noted that currently the emissions of e-vehicles 
powered by Eskom generated electricity are slightly higher than emissions of 
vehicles with combustion engines. To be sustainable e-mobility must be powered 
by renewable energy.


Planning questions 
cities and towns should 
be asking


 � How fast is my city/town 
growing, and how is that 
growth distributed spatially?


 � What might be the energy, 
transport, welfare and cost 
implication of this future?


 � What is the direction (policy) 
we need to follow for a more 
efficient future that supports 
the welfare of citizens?


 � What do we need to do now 
(actions), and what barriers 
do we need to address to 
achieve this?
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Municipalities also set tariffs, which can influence electricity consumption and the uptake of efficiency and 
renewable energy. 


 y Consider a time of use tariff for mid and high income residential consumers.


 y Ensure small-scale embedded generation regulations and associated procedures, including tariffs, are in 
place for grid-tied small-scale renewable electricity development. This is a complex area and detail on SSEG 
processes is provided in the Chapter on Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems.


Land use management and development control: Municipalities are responsible for land use management and 
development plan approval. They must ensure that developments and buildings adhere to the municipal town 
planning scheme and to the National Building Regulations and Standards Act 103 of 1977 (NBR). 


The requirement to comply with building regulations ensures a safe and healthy living environment. It is also 
a prerequisite for residents to get bonds from banks and to sell their properties. New buildings and major 
refurbishments of old buildings must adhere to the national building energy efficiency standards (SANS 10400-
XA). The municipalities must assess their compliance as part of the building plan approval. 


In terms of the NBR, renewable energy installations such as PV panels and solar water heaters are defined as 
buildings requiring approval. Installations on buildings that are older than 60 years also require permission by the 
provincial institution responsible for heritage resources according to the Heritage Resources Act 25 or 1999 (HRA).


 y Ensure that the new energy efficient building regulations are being enforced and where necessary source 
training for building planning officials in support of this (build capacity).


 y Consider bylaw development to extend efficiency interventions in existing building stock, for example, solar 
water heating could be a requirement of property sales.


 y Wave, or simplify, development application approval processes for energy efficiency interventions, such as 
solar water heating, and small-scale renewable energy interventions, such as roof-top PV. 


Air Quality Control: Municipalities are responsible for Air Quality Control, issuing permits, monitoring emissions 
and enforce that emissions do not exceed permitted limits.


 y Use the permitting and monitoring process to leverage energy efficiency within industry, e.g. around process 
heat.


Water and Waste: Municipalities regulate water supply and waste disposal. Both of these carry energy implications. 
Lower water consumption reduces the energy required for pumping and water purification. Lower waste volumes 
and greater levels of recycling of waste reduce the embodied energy in materials and products. 


 y Consider regulations that enforces lower consumption of water; 


 y Consider regulations to reduce waste such as higher charges or recycling schemes.
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Distributor of services


Municipalities provide services to households, business and industry. This includes electricity and (where 
applicable) gas reticulation, water reticulation, wastewater and solid waste disposal. The function of human 
settlements, i.e. the provision of low income housing, has also been delegated to metros. Municipalities also 
provide non-motorised and public transport infrastructure and services in their area of jurisdictions. In terms of 


Renewable Energy Application Processes
Application and approval processes are often complicated and constitute barriers for renewable energy installations. 
All renewable energy installations must comply with the legislation below for which different institutions are 
responsible.


 � Electricity buy-laws, standards and grid codes (responsibility of electricity department or Eskom); 


 � Town planning legislation and regulations – compliance with the relevant regulations for the zone within which 
a development falls (responsibility of municipal town planning department); 


 � National Building Regulations (responsibility of municipal development control department); 


 � Heritage legislation – applies to building older than 60 years (responsibility of the provincial heritage  
authority); and


 � Environmental legislation – for large scale renewable energy development (responsibility of provincial or 
municipal environmental management department. 


Large-scale embedded generation installations require environmental authorisation (EA) in terms 
of the NEMA 2010 EIA Regulations if they generate > 10 MW electricity. In addition the electrical 
transmission infrastructure that may be associated with a large scale embedded generation system 
requires EA if it has a capacity of 275 kV or more within an urban area, or more than 33kV outside 
urban areas.


Too much regulatory red tape can result in people undertaking connections without obtaining proper approval. This 
can compromise safety and the quality of power supply. In order to promote legal renewable energy connections, 
municipalities should make it as easy as possible for developers to comply with regulations by simplifying 
application and approval processes. 


Some municipalities have already taken steps to simplify application and approval processes. Examples are 
presented in the case studies. Some general comments are:


 � The best method to ensure that installers apply to the electricity department for approval is the introduction of 
a feed-in tariff as a financial incentive (see chapter on Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems) for feeding electricity 
into the grid.


 � Renewable energy installations require applications to the electricity and to the development control 
departments. In municipalities that are electricity distributors these should be combined into a single municipal 
application process. 


 � Municipalities should collectively approach the DTI to amend the NBR to exempt renewable energy installations 
from the building application and approval process. SALGA could facilitate this process.
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their developmental duties municipalities must ensure that service delivery is environmentally and financially 
sustainable, universal, and affordable for all citizens.


As provider of services municipalities should consider the following actions towards achieving greater energy 
efficiency and renewable energy outcomes, with the added benefit, of increased local economic development 
and job creation:


 y Alternative energy service rollout, including solar water heating (see chapter on Solar Water Heating), hotbox 
delivery, gas for cooking applications, solar PV, solar-charged lights, biogel for cooking for low income or off-
grid households (see chapter on Household Energy).


 y Retrofit of ceilings into low income houses (see chapter on Energy Efficient Building).


 y Energy efficient lighting technology rollouts (see chapter on Energy Efficient Lighting).


 y Tariff structures that encourage efficient use of resources.


 y Introduction of waste recycling schemes.


 y Development of safe and accessible non-motorised transport infrastructure, i.e. bike lanes and walkways (see 
chapter on Sustainable Transport).


 y Development of safe public transport systems, including school busses.


 y Explore ‘smart’ applications e.g. to enhance public transport usage, such as an app that provides information 
on bus and train times, delays, linkages, etc. (see chapter on Smart Cities). 


Facilitator and communicator 


The municipality is the level of government ‘closest to the people’. There is scope to bring parties together and 
provide information to support behaviour change amongst citizens. 


 y Running behaviour change campaigns to promote energy efficiency and safe energy usage amongst citizens 
and business/industry.


 y Create consumer confidence through endorsement programmes and reliable technical information on which 
basis consumers feel confident to take decisions.


 y Provide a platform for knowledge exchange, such as a business energy efficiency forum.


Municipal operations


As stated, a municipality is a sizeable institution and often the single largest energy consumer in an area. Through 
facilities and operations management, building management and procurement of ‘green’ goods and services, 
including electricity, the municipality can influence energy consumption and emissions in its area of jurisdiction. 
How to move in this direction is discussed in the section on Municipal Initiatives. 
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Case Study 1: Planning – Corridors of Freedom 
City in Johannesburg*


The City of Johannesburg has developed the Corridors of Freedom programme in response to the challenge 
of driving a city transformation agenda. The concept goes beyond a plan of simply tackling the physical 
environment, by addressing issues such as liveability, urban efficiencies, social cohesion and economic inclusion, 
sustainability and adaptability. The intention is to unfold the plan in an inclusive and participatory manner:


“Over the decade we will introduce transport corridors connecting strategic nodes through 
an affordable and accessible mass public transit that includes both bus and passenger rail. 
Along these corridors we will locate mixed income housing, schools, offices, community 
facilities, cultural centres, parks, public squares, clinics and libraries.” (COJ, Corridors of 
Freedom).


Three corridors have been selected within the Medium Term Priority Objectives of the City. These were Louis 
Botha, Empire-Perth and Turffontein. The idea is to create activity corridors. The planning approach seeks to 
enhance:


 � An urban system and network


 � Access to opportunity by reducing travel distances


 � Provision of meaningful destinations


 � High density developments


 � Mixed use development


 � A vibrant people centred city that connects communities


 � Sustainable travel alternatives


 � Attractive environments for walking and cycling


* This case study draws extensively from Herman Pienaar, Director: City Transformation and Spatial Planning.City of Johannesburg, 
from presentation given at the Urban Energy for development CPD course, 2014. Unless referenced otherwise, information is 
sourced from this document.


Figure 2: Corridors of Freedom Medium Term Development Goals, City of Johannesburg 


Source: City of Johannesburg 2014



Planning.City
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Movement transformation aims to reduce carbon emissions through investing in non motorised transport infrastructure 
focussing on ‘the last mile’ to enhance the use of public transport. It also aims to develop ‘complete streets’ – where side walks 
and building edges improve pedestrian access, and foster a mix of office, retail, entertainment and residential spaces.


Economic transformation considers how to improve access to economic opportunities through access to 
capital and retail space (accommodating the informal ‘second economy’), as well as efforts to bring factors 
of production and innovation together in high efficiency hubs. A special purpose vehicle has been set up to 
broker deals between land owners, developers, business and industry. Spatially, the plan works to create urban 
efficiencies and quality public environments. 


Quality public spaces aere seen as a prerequisite for social cohesion. In addition, social transformation seeks 
to develop new standards in response to high density environments, such as for high density schools sharing 
facilities (sport, libraries), and for clustering services and amenties. Inclusive design contributes to safety and 
improved access to services.


Much greater levels of densification are proposed along the BRT and complementary transport routes. This 
will be achieved through zoning, subdivision and redevelopment, higher density infill and consolidation or 
redevelopment towards multi-storey buildings and row houses.


In addition the process envisages sustainable innovations to buildings, infrastructure and services. Possibilities to 
increase efficiency and sustainability in new high density environments have been explored, such as public and 
citizen collaboration around waste separation.


The Medium Term Expenditure Framework focuses on an implementation agenda that works to: 


 � Improve the existing bulk infrastructure to support increased development;


 � Improve public environments and social facilities; and


 � Spatial targeting to establish building blocks.


Figure 3: The Watt Street Interchange design proposal 


Source: City of Johannesburg 2014
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 Figure 4: Construction of walkways and cycle ways in Thokoza Park/Soweto


Source: City of Johannesburg 2014


Figure 5: Completed work at Nancefield station


Photographs: City of Johannesburg
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Case study 2: Regulation – Small Scale 
Embedded Generation 


In 2013 the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality (NMBM) Electricity and Energy Directorate introduced conditions 
for small scale generators of renewable electricity and a standard application form. Other municipalities 
offer similar services to customers who want to generate electricity from renewable sources and connect the 
installation to the municipal grid. Most supply the relevant information on the municipal website. 


In doing this NMBM, amongst others, has created a regulatory environment which not only allows small scale 
embedded generation, but also ensures that it does not violate safety and power quality parameters. It has done 
this through the provision of technical requirements and the development of by-laws.


A generic set of requirements and supply contracts, as well as application forms and other information, is 
available through AMEU and SALGA2. 


2  The document can be found at http://www.cityenergy.org.za/uploads/resource_410.pdf.


Figure 6: SSEG installations form


Source: http://www.nelsonmandelabay.gov.za/datarepository/documents/1-application-form-small-scale-embedded-generation-sseg.pdf



http://www.cityenergy.org.za/uploads/resource_410.pdf

http://www.nelsonmandelabay.gov.za/datarepository/documents/1-application-form-small-scale-embedded-generation-sseg.pdf
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Case study 3: Regulation – Waiving of building 
applications for renewable energy Installations 
in Cape Town


In response to an increased number of applications for roof-top PV installations some metros have taken the 
step of waving the building application process. For example, the City of Cape states in relation to roof-top PV 
installations:


 � “All roof top installations: No building plans are required to be submitted provided the panel(s) in its installed 
position does not project more than 1,5 metres, measured perpendicularly, above the roof and/or not more 
than 600mm above the highest point of the roof. 


 � Full building plans, including engineer’s endorsement, are required if the panel(s) in its installed position 
projects more than 1,5 metres, measured perpendicularly, above the roof and/r more than 600mm above the 
highest point of the roof. Note that a relaxation in terms of the Zoning Scheme Regulations is also required.


 � Installation on the ground: No building plans are required to be submitted provided the panel(s) in its installed 
position does not project more than 2,1 metres above the natural/finished ground level. Full building plans 
are required where any part of the installation projects more than 2,1 metres above the ground.” 3 


Case sudy 4: Regulation – Simplifying building 
applications for renewable energy in eThekwini 
Municipality 


The National Buildings Regulations and Standards Act 1977 (NBR) define renewable energy installations as 
buildings in its Definitions. According to Section 4 of the NBR all buildings require development approval. 
However, municipalities are permitted to define certain structures such as pergolas and private swimming 
pools as Minor Building Works (MBW) for which the application and approval process is simpler because less 
documentation is required. Also fees for MBW are by far lower than for a full building application. In eThekwini 
Municipality the fee for a MBW is about R200. 


In 2015, the eThekwini Municipality has included solar water heaters, solar PV systems and small wind-turbines 
into its schedule of MBW. The table shows the renewable energy (RE) items in the eThekwini Municipality 
Schedule of MBW. 


Building applications are assessed according to their adherence to the Town Planning Scheme and cording 
to the NBR. To simplify the assessment according to the Town Planning Scheme it has been proposed that the 
installations defined as MBW are treated as ancillary to the land use on site and no planning application should 
be required in eThekwini Municipality other than a building plan.4 


3 City of Cape Town, Planning and Building Management, Memorandum: Dealing with applications for the installation of PV pan-
els, 16.1.2013


4 City of Cape Town, Planning and Building Management, Memorandum: Dealing with applications for the installation of PV pan-
els, 16.1.2013 
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Table 2: eThekwini Municipality Minor Buildings Works Schedule


MINOR BUILDING WORK (MBW) Schedule and Application Requirements


AS CONTEMPLATED IN SECTION 13 OF THE NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATIONS 
AND BUILDING STANDARDS ACT NO. 103 OF 1977 – wef: 01/09/2015


1 2 3


MBW SCHEDULE as DEFINED BY NBR&BS ACT
[refer to notes contained in this schedule for additional clarity on requirements]


FEE 
TYPE


DOCUMENTION
[refer to notes]


G (xv)


Any solar photovoltaic system where such installation 
is free-standing, or where attached to the roof 
of a building the installation does not exceed a 
height of 1.2m above the top of the flat roof or 
500 mm above the apex of the pitched roof;
[Any supporting structural system shall be screened 
appropriately to integrate with the aesthetic of the 
building on which erected. Compliance required 
with NBR&BS Act, Part-L Roofs and additional 
loading will need to be accounted for] MBW MBW + Form 2


(xvi)


Any solar water heating system where such 
installation is free-standing, or where attached to the 
roof of a building the installation does not exceed 
a height of 1.2m above the top of the flat roof or 
500 mm above the apex of the pitched roof;
 [Any supporting structural system shall be screened 
appropriately to integrate with the aesthetic of the 
building on which erected. Compliance required 
with NBR&BS Act, Part-L Roofs and additional 
loading will need to be accounted for] MBW MBW + Form 2


(xvii)


A wind turbine attached to a building (NOT free-standing) 
with a swept turbine blade area not exceeding 3.8m2;
[Compliance required with NBR&BS Act, Part-L Roofs 
and additional loading will need to be accounted for] MBW MBW + Form 2


Source: EThekwini Municipality, Development Applications and Approvals, Minor Building Works Schedule and Application Requirements
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Case study 5: Service delivery – Polokwane hot 
boxes for vulnerable households pilot project 


The Polokwane Energy and Climate Change Strategy identifies access to energy and addressing energy poverty 
as a challenge to be addressed by the municipality. A partnership project is underway to explore the possibility 
of delivering hot boxes for cooking to vulnerable households. The project is training young women in the 
community to produce hot boxes that will then be handed out to vulnerable households. The idea is that this will 
alleviate energy poverty in households, while also creating jobs. If the impact of the first, pilot rollout is positive, 
the municipality will consider including such a ‘service’ as part of its service delivery.


 


Case study 6: Service 
delivery – City of 
Cape Town ceiling 
retrofit programme 


In Cape Town an estimated 40000 state subsidised homes 
do not have ceilings. To address this challenge the City of 
Cape Town secured R116 million in funding from the City’s 
Separate Operating Account and the Development Bank of 
Southern Africa’s Green Fund for a retrofit programme. The 
City is exploring whether such a programme can become 
an established part of the energy service delivery package 
of the City. Homes that have been retrofitted have gained 
significant health and comfort benefits. The project also 
creates a significant number of jobs and develops skills.


Figure 7: Energy entrepreneurs demonstrate the hot box to community members and are trained to 
produce hot boxes


Source: SEA


Figure 8: Mamre ceiling retrofit, City of  
Cape Town


Source: City of Cape Town
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Facilitator, communicator, citizen engagement 


Below are snapshots of a couple of municipal programmes and campaigns aimed at influencing citizen action 
or behaviour towards sustainable energy outcomes. These include web based tools and campaigns that provide 
citizens with reliable information and enabling them to take informed decisions; forums for information 
exchange amongst business and industry, and programmes of action for behaviour change.


eThekwini Municipality: Shisa Solar Programme


The Shisa Solar programme aims to promote the use of energy efficient hot water devices throughout the city 
of Durban. The focus of the Neighbourhood Programme is on the middle to high income market segment in the 
city. Key barriers to solar water heaters (SWH) in South Africa are concerns about inexperienced suppliers and the 
costs of SWH units. The eThekwini Municipality has developed a programme that allows participants to liaise 
with experienced pre-approved suppliers and pay less for solar water heaters through a discount. 


By registering on the municipal website Durban residents wanting to ‘go solar’ can participate in the programme. 
The residents enter their details onto a database which is then sent through to a panel of pre-approved suppliers 
who will then contact the resident and provide a no obligation quotation.


The quotations supplied to the home owner will be less a R500 Shisa Solar discount. So far over 4 000 people have 
registered on the site, with the numbers increasing every day.


Figure 9: Screenshot of Durban Solar City Map


Source http://gis.durban.gov.za/solarmapviewer



http://gis.durban.gov.za/solarmapviewer
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City of Johannesburg: Ecomobility Campaign


In 2009 the City of Johannesburg has issued a Declaration on Eco-
mobility in Cities. 


“Eco-mobility means traveling through 
integrated, socially inclusive and environmentally 
friendly transport options, giving priority to 
walking and cycling, public transport and shared 
mobility.” (Johannesburg Declaration on Eco-
mobility 2009)


In doing so the City of Johannesburg has joined forces with other 
cities committed to sustainable and low carbon development. 
Associated with this global alliance, the City participates in an 
annual World Eco-mobility Festival that includes shutting off areas 
of central Sandton to vehicles and hosting of a variety of events and 
exhibitions, including the Freedom Ride, which celebrate and inform 
in relation to the concept and possibility of eco-mobility.


In 2015 an Eco-mobility Festival took place in Sandton encouraging 
citizens to use public and motorized transport for the month of 
October and to leave their cars at home. In October 2016 councillors 
and municipal officials re-emphasized their commitment to eco-
mobility focussing on public transport systems such as the BRT 5. 


City of Cape Town: Commercial 
Energy Efficiency Forum


In 2009 the Energy Efficiency Forum for the commercial sector was 
established by the City of Cape Town, in partnership with Eskom and 
South African Property Owners Association (SAPOA). It is supported 
by several other organisations and has over 1000 members.


Commercial consumers use an estimated 44% of all electricity in Cape 
Town. This makes them a key stakeholder in the City’s campaign to 
save electricity. The commercial sector is feeling the impact of tariff 
increases and seeks to reduce costs. The aim of the initiative is to help 
maximise energy efficiency for economic, environmental and energy 
security reasons. 


The Forum shares practical knowledge with owners and managers 
of commercial and public buildings and operations. The main Forum 
meets about 3 times a year, offering case studies, an annual award 
programme and updates on financing options, innovations, policies 
and training/support opportunities. A series of site tours keeps the 
learning alive between meetings. 6


5 http://www.joburg.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=artii-
cle&id=11196&catid=88&Itemid=266 


6 For more information visit http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnergyEfficiencyo-
Forum/


Figure 10: Ecomobility Festival in 
Sandton 2015


Source: City of Johannesburg 2015


Figure 11: Website of Energy Efficiency 
Forum


Source: http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/
EnergyEfficiencyForum/



http://www.joburg.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=11196&catid=88&Itemid=266

http://www.joburg.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=11196&catid=88&Itemid=266

http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnergyEfficiencyForum

http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnergyEfficiencyForum

http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnergyEfficiencyForum

http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnergyEfficiencyForum







